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SUMMARY
Photoacoustic and ultrasound imaging of perfusion in skin and skeletal muscle
For the proper functioning of the human body, a healthy blood circulation is of great
importance. Deviations in blood vessel shape or in blood perfusion, i.e., the amount of blood
that flows through tissue per minute, can be signs of illness or tissue damage. In the course of
time, many techniques have been developed to measure and visualize the perfusion, allowing
physicians to diagnose a disease or to improve treatment. New techniques are being
developed constantly, or new applications are being explored for existing techniques, to get an
even more accurate picture of tissue perfusion. The aim of this thesis was the investigation of
the feasibility and performance of both an emerging technique, photoacoustic (PA) imaging,
and a clinically well-established technique, Power Doppler (PD) ultrasound, in the imaging of
perfusion in superficial organs, i.e., the skin and skeletal muscles, respectively.
The first part of the thesis is focused on the assessment of vasculature in superficial tissue
with PA imaging. In Chapter 2, a novel hand-held PA probe with integrated diode lasers is
tested on its feasibility and validity in the detection of increasing blood volume and (sub)dermal vascularization. Blood volume detection was tested in custom made perfusion
phantoms. Results showed that an increase of blood volume in a physiological range of 1.3 –
5.4 % could be detected. PA images revealed the epidermis and submillimeter vasculature up
to a depth of 5 mm. The geometries of the detected vasculature were validated with
segmentation of the vasculature in high frequency ultrasound imaging. This study proofs the
feasibility of PA imaging in its current implementation for the detection of perfusion related
parameters in skin and sub-dermal tissue and underlines its potential as a diagnostic tool in
vascular or dermal pathologies.
Besides perfusion, also mechanical properties of skin provide diagnostic value in several skin
diseases. Chapter 3 describes the design of a novel method for US elastography in skin and
superficial tissue. A setup is developed in which a small water-filled balloon between the skin
and the US probe acts as the tissue indenter, with minimal distortion of the field of view
during imaging. The local tissue deformation is obtained from displacement estimation in the
US acquisitions, while the exerted force can be derived from the internal balloon pressure.
These two quantities can be used to assess the mechanical characteristics of the tissue, which
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is valuable in several medical fields. With a phantom study, in combination with a finite
element analysis, the ability of this method to discriminate between degrees of tissue stiffness
is demonstrated.
In the second part of the thesis, the focus shifts towards perfusion of deeper lying tissue, i.e.,
skeletal muscle, during exercise. In Chapter 4, the absolute and relative reliability of muscle
perfusion assessment with 2D PD ultrasound was investigated in a volunteer study, for the
first time in whole body exercise. The kinetics of the muscle blood flow in the vastus lateralis
muscle during submaximal and maximal cycling exercise were derived from the changes in
the relative perfused area in the muscle, which was imaged continuously with PD ultrasound.
In both sub- and maximal exercise tests, the increase and recovery of muscle perfusion were
assessed. Clinically, the most important result obtained from this study is the relatively high
reliability of the measured initial perfusion increase after the start of submaximal exercise.
Validity of PD ultrasound values in this setting was also tested (Chapter 5), by comparing the
increase during exercise to the flow in the feeding artery of the muscle, which is measured
with Pulsed Wave Doppler ultrasound. Good correlation was found between the increase of
relative perfused muscle area and arterial blood flow. Judging from these results, PD
ultrasound might be a suitable technique to assess treatment effects in e.g. heart failure
patients, who are limited in daily exercise due to an impaired leg muscle blood flow.
In Chapter 4 and 5, US imaging was performed with a US transducer fixated on the leg. In
Chapter 6, the image stability of fixated and freehand US acquisition in an exercise setting is
compared quantitatively. This comparison is based on a structural image similarity index and
the variance of an architectural parameter, i.e., the muscle pennation angle. For both
quantities, fixated acquisition outperforms freehand acquisition. The demonstrated feasibility
of long-term fixated acquisition might be attractive in many medical fields and sports, and for
reduction of work-related ergonomic problems among sonographers.
In conclusion, the research described shows the potential of both photoacoustic and
ultrasound imaging of perfusion in superficial tissue. The observed limitations of these
modalities, in the implementation and application of this thesis, can guide and demarcate
further research and technological improvements. The range of functional parameters, next to
perfusion, that can be obtained from both photoacoustic and ultrasound imaging, makes
combined application of both modalities in diagnostic imaging of muscle and skin diseases an
attractive goal for future research.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Chapter 1
The ancient Greek already made scientific considerations on the importance of blood and its
flow in the human body, albeit without complete understanding of the circulatory system. It
was not until the seventeenth century that the English physician William Harvey first
described the circulation as a closed system with a pulmonary and a systemic part, in which
blood is pumped around by the heart through the arteries to the organs, after which the blood
returns to the heart via the veins. With microscopy studies, the Italian anatomist Malpighi
demonstrated in 1661 how in this system, the arterioles, capillaries, and venules of the
microcirculation form the connection between the supplying arterial and draining venous
blood vessels [1], [2].
In large organisms, where diffusion alone would not suffice the tissue’s needs for nutrition
supply and waste product removal, this circulatory system distributes dissolved gasses and
nutrients throughout the entire body and serves as a fast transportation system for hormones
and neurotransmitters. It furthermore plays an important role in body temperature control and
immune system responses [3].
In single vessels, the blood flow rate can be measured, which is the product of blood velocity
and the vessel cross-sectional area. Blood velocities range from less than 1 mm/s in the
capillaries to 2 m/s in the aorta close to the heart. Perfusion, the passage of blood through
tissue, is often defined as the blood flow rate per unit mass or unit volume of tissue (typically
reported as mL/min/100 mL). The amount of perfusion differs substantially between different
organs and can change rapidly, depending on the metabolic need [4], [5].
Blood vessels are involved in a large number of pathological processes. Dysfunction of the
endothelium, the single cell layer at the inside of each blood vessel which plays a role in its
dilation and contraction, is associated with, e.g., coronary and peripheral artery disease,
diabetes, hypertension, and obesity [6]. Angiogenesis, the formation of new vasculature, is
related to tumor growth and inflammatory diseases [7], while a reduction of muscular and
dermal capillary density is observed in neuromuscular diseases [8], [9]. In burn wounds, the
preserved amount of microcirculation is an indication of burn severity and required healing
time [10]. Morphological or functional studies of blood vessels can thus play a role in both
disease diagnosis and monitoring [11], [12].
This clinical relevance of tissue perfusion has led to, and is still driving, the development of a
wide range of imaging modalities to assess and visualize vasculature, including magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI), X-ray Computed Tomography (CT), ultrasound (US), positron
emission tomography (PET), single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), and
several optical methods [13], [14]. In the selection of a modality for clinical use, the
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achievable imaging depth, contrast, and resolution, which vary largely between modalities,
should match the envisioned application (superficial vs. deep tissue, macro- or
microvasculature). Imaging performance should be weighed against possible drawbacks
including high costs and hazardous ionizing radiation. Ultrasound, a widely clinically
available technique, is considered a safe, low-cost technique, which allows real time imaging
at sub-millimeter resolution with large imaging depths. Doppler techniques can be employed
to detect blood flow. Photoacoustic imaging is an emerging hybrid technique that offers high
optical contrast and ultrasound imaging resolution in the detection of blood, which determines
its potential in imaging of vasculature.
The principle aim of this thesis is to assess the clinical feasibility and performance of
photoacoustic and ultrasound perfusion imaging. For photoacoustics, this is done with in vitro
experiments and in vivo measurements on skin and superficial tissue vasculature. The
findings are validated with conventional ultrasound imaging. Furthermore, in the second part
of the thesis, we move to less superficial tissue where the use of photoacoustics is hampered
by the limited penetration depth. Both the reliability and validity of skeletal muscle blood
flow measurement with Power Doppler ultrasound during exercise are studied with
measurements on healthy volunteers.
In the next sections, the structure and perfusion of skin and skeletal muscle are described. A
short overview of existing methods for perfusion imaging is provided. Then, photoacoustic
and ultrasound imaging are described in more detail, followed by the aim and outline of this
thesis.

SKIN STRUCTURE AND PERFUSION
The skin is a complex organ that covers the entire human body. The complexity of the skin
reflects the multitude of functions it plays, including protection, sensing, temperature control,
excretion and blood storage. There are two main kinds of skin: glabrous, hairless skin on, e.g.,
eyelids, hand palms and feet soles, and hairy skin on the rest of the body.
The skin is composed of two layers: the epidermis and the dermis (Figure 1.1). The epidermis
(thickness of 75-150 µm) and the dermis (thickness of 1-4 mm) are composed of several
sublayers. The outer protective layer of the epidermis, the stratum corneum, consists of 20 to
30 layers of dead keratinocytes. Melanin, the pigment that colors the skin and protects against
harmful radiation, is produced by melanocytes in the deepest layer of the epidermis. Tactile
and dendritic cells in the epidermis allow sensing and form the first outpost of the immune
system, respectively. The dermis consists of the thin papillary and the thick reticular layer. It
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Figure 1.1. Vasculature in different layers of human skin, showing the interconnected horizontal
vascular beds. AV anastomoses form shortcuts between arterioles and venules in the dermis. Reprinted
with permission from [15], copyright Oxford University Press.

is a strong and flexible connective tissue, made of collagen and elastin fibers in a diffuse
ground substance. The dermis is highly vascularized, contains many nerve fibers and
lymphatic vessels, and forms the basis for sweat and oil glands. Underneath the dermis lies
the hypodermis, which is mostly composed of adipose connective tissue and connects the
skin to underlying tissue, such as skeletal muscle. It plays an important role in impact
absorption and isolation, and can vary substantially in thickness with, e.g., anatomical site,
age, race or individual nutritional status.
The vasculature of skin is arranged in several microvascular beds (plexi), oriented parallel to
the skin. The epidermis is non-vascularized but it receives its nutrients from capillary loops of
the superficial vascular plexus in the papillary dermis (Figure 1.1, [15]). This vascular bed is
connected to intermediate and the deep vascular plexus, at the junction of the dermis and
hypodermis, where the connection with larger arteries and veins is made. Skin perfusion can
vary more than a 10-fold, under influence of the sympathetic nerves, to either promote or
reduce body heat loss. [3], [15]–[18]

SKELETAL MUSCLE STRUCTURE AND PERFUSION
Skeletal muscles are discrete organs made up of muscle fibers, surrounded by blood vessels,
nerve fibers and different sheaths of connective tissue. The human body contains more than
600 different skeletal muscles. The muscles are connected to bones or structures around
joints, and produce joint movement upon contraction. Furthermore they help to maintain
body posture and generate heat. Contracting skeletal muscle have a large energy consumption,
which comes with a high oxygen demand and production of metabolic waste. This is
encountered by a well-developed blood supply. Feeding arteries branch several times when
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Figure 1.2. Vasculature organization in skeletal muscle. Reprinted with permission from [3],
copyright Elsevier.

they enter the muscle, until reaching the terminal arterioles. Each arteriole feeds around 15 to
20 capillaries, and forms, together with the collecting venules, a microvascular unit (Figure
1.2). One unit supplies a small part of about 1 mm of a muscle fiber.
During exercise, perfusion of skeletal muscle can increase up to a factor 50 compared to
resting conditions. Terminal arterioles open up and increase the capillary blood flow, while
also recruiting capillaries that are unused in rest. This vasodilation, which propagates further
towards the feeding arteries, is triggered by metabolites, such as adenosine and nitric oxide,
which are released by active muscle fibers. The alternatively contracting and relaxing muscle
itself acts as a pump, which can increase muscle blood flow even further during exercise. [3],
[15]

MODALITIES FOR PERFUSION IMAGING
Over time, a multitude of imaging modalities have been developed to image and quantify
tissue perfusion. Parameters of interest include blood flow rate, blood vessel diameter
distribution, vessel density and tortuosity, and blood volume. Vasculature imaging can be
divided roughly into optical and non-optical methods, and combinations of the two [19], [20].
In optical imaging, non-ionizing ultraviolet, visible or infrared light is used to illuminate
tissue. Light photons that propagated through the tissue are detected, and image contrast is
based on local differences in light absorption and scattering. Absorption and scattering of
light is wavelength dependent. In the 600-1200 nm range, total absorption is relatively low,
which increases the penetration depth of light (Figure 1.3). This regime is therefore called the
therapeutic or optical window. At the same time, the relative absorption by oxy- and
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Figure 1.3. Absorption spectra of several chromophores in soft tissue and blood. Reprinted with
permission from [24], copyright (2012) American Chemical Society.

deoxyhemoglobin is high compared to surrounding tissue. Optical imaging of vasculature is
based on this endogenous absorption contrast of highly concentrated hemoglobin in blood
vessels. The distinct absorption spectra of oxyhemoglobin and deoxyhemoglobin furthermore
allow quantitative measurement of oxygenation, which is the ratio of oxyhemoglobin to total
hemoglobin [21]–[24].
With purely optical methods, micrometer spatial resolutions can be obtained, which makes
it attractive for microvasculature imaging. The drawback of purely optical methods in soft
tissue is the limited imaging depth of ~1 mm. Beyond this depth, scattering drastically
decreases the directionality of light and therefore the spatial resolution. Examples of clinically
established optical imaging techniques are (confocal) microscopy and optical coherence
tomography (OCT) [20], [25]. Also, the Doppler shift or speckle pattern decorrelation in
backscattered light can be used to detect moving blood cells, as employed in laser Doppler
flowmetry and laser speckle contrast imaging [22], [26]–[29].
Non-optical imaging methods for vasculature imaging include X-Ray CT, ultrasound, MRI,
PET, and SPECT. These techniques are used intensively in the clinic, and quite diverse
physical mechanisms are involved. In X-ray imaging, image contrast is determined by the
absorption of ionizing radiation in tissue, while in MRI, this contrast arises from differences
in proton density and the relaxation time of different molecules after magnetization. In PET
and SPECT the detection of gamma rays from an administered radioactive tracer is used to
localize and quantify its concentration. Ultrasound imaging is based on acoustic impedance
mismatches between tissues and scattering of acoustic waves, where Doppler techniques can
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be employed to detect flowing blood. In MRI, X-ray CT and ultrasound, intravenous contrasts
agents can be used to enhance the contrast of blood. Compared to optical methods, maximal
spatial resolution in these modalities is lower, but they have the advantage of a medium to
large imaging depth. Ultrasound scattering is two to three orders of magnitude weaker than
optical scattering, allowing imaging depths with good resolution up to 30 cm, while MRI and
CT allow full body imaging [13], [19], [30]. Photoacoustic imaging is a hybrid technique that
combines the advantage of optical imaging (high contrast) and ultrasound (high spatial
resolution far beyond the optical diffusion limit).
In perfusion imaging, the selection of an imaging modality depends on the required imaging
depth and spatial and temporal resolution, which should match the envisioned application.
The use of hazardous radiation (CT/PET/SPECT) or injection of contrast agents, but also
relatively high costs (MRI) can limit the applicability. In that respect, ultrasound and
photoacoustic imaging are attractive non-invasive modalities. In this thesis, several ultrasound
techniques and photoacoustic imaging are used. These techniques will now be described in
more detail.
ULTRASOUND IMAGING
Ultrasound imaging, also called echography, has been used in clinical practice since the mid20th century. Bed-side availability, relatively low cost, non-invasiveness, safety and high
temporal resolution made this modality into a ‘clinical workhorse’, used extensively for
imaging of e.g. fetuses, the heart, skeletal muscle, liver, breast and blood vessels.
Ultrasound is defined as acoustic compressional waves, at frequencies that exceed human
hearing (>20 kHz). For medical application, frequencies of 1-50 MHz are used. These high
frequency waves are generated by piezoelectric transducer elements in an ultrasound probe,
which convert electrical signals into mechanical vibration and vice versa. In human tissue,
ultrasound is partly reflected and scattered (Figure 1.4). Hard reflections occur at tissue
boundaries, caused by the difference in acoustic impedance, which is defined as the product
of speed of sound and tissue density. Small structures, such as red blood cells and tissue
fibers, scatter ultrasound in all directions. Reflected and backscattered ultrasound pulses are
detected by the transducer elements, and the resulting electrical signals are used for image
formation. A common method of ultrasound imaging is the so called brightness-mode (Bmode). Here the electrical signal of multiple elements is combined line-by-line to form two
dimensional (2D) greys-scale images of the tissue. Image brightness is derived from the (logcompressed) signal amplitude of the reflected signals, while depth in the image is defined by
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Figure 1.4. Ultrasound interactions in tissue, including reflection, scattering, transmission and
refraction. While propagating through the tissue, the ultrasound energy is partly absorbed in the
tissue and converted into heat.

the ultrasonic time of flight. Reflections from tissue boundaries appear as bright lines, while
distinct tissue appearance originates from the interfering backscattered ultrasound, causing a
transducer and tissue-specific ‘speckle’ pattern.
Ultrasound probes come in many different configurations, including linear, curved, phased,
and matrix array transducers, each suitable for their own clinical applications that range from
1D to 3D time-resolved imaging. For superficial vascular imaging, linear array probes are
commonly used. Axial resolution (in the direction of image depth) is determined by the pulse
length. Lateral resolution (in the direction of image width) also depends on probe and beam
geometry. High frequency ultrasound pulses enable high spatial resolution imaging.
However, signal attenuation in tissue also increases with frequency, leading to a tradeoff
between imaging depth and resolution.
B-mode ultrasound imaging is commonly used to study tissue structure. To assess vascular
blood flow, Doppler ultrasound can be used. Doppler ultrasound employs the frequency or
phase shift of ultrasound pulses when they reflect on moving objects such as red blood cells.
To measure blood flow in skeletal muscle, two types of Doppler ultrasound imaging are
employed in this thesis: Pulsed Wave Doppler and Power Doppler ultrasound. Recent
developments include vector velocity imaging for quantification of flow in large arteries [31],
and super-resolution imaging that allows mapping of microvasculature using contrast agents
[32]. Ultrasound elastography is another well-known functional US modality used to
measure displacement and strain in tissue under load, to reveal tissue elasticity. These types of
functional ultrasound imaging are now further explained.
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Pulsed Wave Doppler ultrasound
When ultrasound pulses reflect on a moving object, for example a red blood cell, a frequency
shift of the signal occurs: the well-known Doppler effect. This shift is proportional to the
velocity of the moving object and the insonification angle, i.e., the angle between the
ultrasound path and the direction of blood flow [13]:

𝑓𝑓𝐷𝐷 = −

2|𝒗𝒗| cos 𝜃𝜃
𝑐𝑐

𝑓𝑓𝑇𝑇

(1)

Here, fD is the Doppler frequency (Hz), v (m.s-1) the blood velocity, θ the insonification angle
(⁰), fT the frequency of the transmitted pulse (Hz) and c the speed of sound (m.s-1). In Pulsed
Wave (PW) Doppler, this frequency shift is derived not from the frequency content of the
pulses itself, but from the phase difference between consecutive ultrasound pulses, reflected
from a sample volume at a specific depth. This allows the measurement of blood flow
velocity in for example a single blood vessel. Within each sampling volume, multiple
velocities exist, and the Doppler signal therefore contains of a range of frequencies (Figure
5a). This frequency spectrum, converted to velocities, is usually visualized next to the Bmode ultrasound image in a spectrogram, which shows the velocity variation over time
(Figure 1.5b). Physical restrictions on the pulse repetition frequency limits the upper range of
velocities that can be measured accurately, as well as the angle between the ultrasound
propagation direction and the main direction of blood flow.
Instead of obtaining blood velocities for a specific region, blood flow can be measured and
visualized in a larger area of the tissue. This requires sampling and fast processing of
consecutive pulse-echoes in multiple sample volumes. Characteristic properties of the
Doppler spectrum, such as the mean frequency, can be visualized with a color-coded
overlay on the greyscale B-mode image, allowing identification of both flow speed and
direction. Sample volumes with static or slowly moving tissue are filtered out based on the
low mean Doppler frequencies (Figure 1.5a). With this filtering, also low-velocity blood flow
information is discarded. Mean frequency representation has several limitations, including the
presence of random noise, insonification angle dependency and aliasing.
Power Doppler ultrasound
A more sensitive and robust method for detection of flowing blood is called Power Doppler
(PD) ultrasound. Here, not the mean frequency, but the integrated power of the Doppler
spectrum is measured [33]. This is, albeit in a non-trivial way, related to the total amount of
moving ultrasound scatterers in the sample volume. Noise power is constant and relatively
low compared to flow signal, making the measure of power more sensitive for blood flow
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Figure 1.5. Typical demodulated frequency spectrum of the Doppler signal from tissue with moving
blood, indicating the need for high-pass filtering to eliminate tissue signal (a). Figure (b) shows an
example of a Pulsed Wave Doppler acquisition. Tissue structure is in greyscale. The sample volume
(SV) is placed in the center of a blood vessel, the obtained velocities are displayed below. An example
of a Power Doppler image is given in (c). The yellow/orange color overlay indicates blood flow in the
tissue, which is skeletal muscle in this case.

detection. It does not contain information on flow direction or velocity, although combination
with mean frequency representation is possible, resulting in directional PD ultrasound.
Both PWD and PD ultrasound can be used to assess local tissue blood flow, for example by
measuring the amount of color signal in the PD ultrasound image. This is further explained
and applied in Chapter 4 and 5 of this thesis, where PWD and PD ultrasound are used to
measure blood flow in skeletal muscle during exercise.
Ultrasound elastography
Next to tissue perfusion, diagnostic information can be obtained from tissue elasticity. In
ultrasound elastography, the tissue deformation in response to an applied stress is measured.
The load can be applied directly by mechanical means, e.g., by compressing (indenting) the
tissue with the ultrasound probe, or by exposing the tissue to focused acoustic radiation,
resulting in a radiation force ‘pushing the tissue’. Successive ultrasound acquisitions during
tissue deformation are compared, for example by cross-correlation of raw ultrasound data,
referred to as radio frequency (RF-) data, to measure tissue displacement with high spatial
resolution. Displacement data is then used to calculate the local tissue elongation or
compression compared to a reference value, called strain. The relation between applied load
and strain is tissue specific, and can change under pathological conditions. The potential to
reveal tissue elasticity has made ultrasound elastography an extensively applied clinical
modality, e.g. for the detection of malignant breast lesions. For true quantitative measurement
of the tissue elastic properties however, knowledge of the applied deformation force and the
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resulting, internal stress distribution is needed. In Chapter 3, a method is presented that can
contribute to face this challenge for superficial tissue.
PHOTOACOUSTIC IMAGING
Photoacoustic (PA) imaging combines the benefits of US and optical techniques: high
resolution because of low acoustic scattering and high contrast based on optical absorption.
PA imaging is based on the photoacoustic effect, which was discovered already by
Alexander Graham Bell already in 1880 [34]. The PA effect is the generation of acoustic
pressure waves by tissue that is illuminated with pulsed or modulated optical radiation. In
biomedical PA imaging, nanosecond pulses of visible or near-infrared laser light are used.
The optical energy is absorbed and mainly converted into heat. The temperature rise induces
a transient thermoelastic expansion of the tissue and this creates an acoustic wave that
propagates through the tissue. The acoustic waves can be detected at the surface of the tissue
with ultrasound detectors (Figure 1.6). Time received ultrasound signals from these detectors
are used to form images of the
tissue [35], [36].
Due to the strong attenuation of
light

in

tissue,

the

maximum

imaging depth of PA imaging is
limited

to

several

centimeters,

depending on the used wavelength
and setup specifications. In the last
decades, research interest in PA
imaging has increased drastically,
sparked by the development of high
energy

pulsed

lasers

and

the

demonstrated potential in functional
imaging [30], [37].
PA signal generation

Figure 1.6. Photoacoustic imaging is based on the

When stress and heat confinement

conversion of pulsed laser light into acoustic waves that are

are fulfilled, the initial pressure rise
p0 (in Pascal), at the location of the
absorber (r), is proportional to the

detected at the tissue surface. The image shows the PA
implementation that is used in this thesis: a handheld
probe with integrated diode laser and ultrasound
transducer.
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local optical fluence and the specific tissue optical absorption coefficient [35]:
𝑝𝑝0 (𝒓𝒓) = 𝛤𝛤𝛤𝛤(𝒓𝒓)

(1.1)

𝐴𝐴(𝒓𝒓) = 𝜇𝜇𝑎𝑎 (𝒓𝒓)𝜑𝜑(𝒓𝒓)

(1.3)

𝛤𝛤 =

𝛽𝛽𝑣𝑣𝑠𝑠 2
𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝

(1.2)

Here, Γ is the dimensionless Grüneisen thermodynamic coefficient, which describes the
efficiency of heat energy to pressure. A is the absorbed energy density in J.m-3, β the isobaric
volume expansion coefficient K-1, vs the speed of sound in m.s-1, Cp the isobaric specific heat
capacity in J.kg-1.K-1, μa the optical absorption coefficient in m-1 and the φ the optical fluence
in J.m-2.
Stress confinement is fulfilled when the laser pulse duration 𝜏𝜏𝑝𝑝 is smaller than the acoustic

transit time 𝜏𝜏𝑠𝑠 of the pressure wave, which is defined by the dimension d and speed of sound c
of the absorber: 𝜏𝜏𝑠𝑠 =d/c. In this case d is the smallest dimension of the absorber. Thermal

confinement is fulfilled when 𝜏𝜏𝑝𝑝 is smaller than the thermal diffusion time 𝜏𝜏𝑡𝑡ℎ in the

absorber, which is defined by the dimension d and the thermal diffusivity DT (~0.14 mm2.s−1
for soft tissue): τth =d2/4DT.

The difference in locally absorbed energy defines PA imaging contrast. The PA image,
however, remains a rather qualitative measure of local energy absorption as long as the exact
value of local fluence and the Grüneisen coefficient remain unknown [38].
The shape of the generated pressure wave depends on the geometrical shape of the absorber.
A planar source will generate a Gaussian, monopolar wave. Spherical sources and cylindrical
sources like blood vessels will generate a bipolar pressure wave [39]. In the case of
cylindrical blood vessels, the peak to peak time of this bipolar wave is related to the diameter
of the blood vessel [40]. Before the acoustic wave reaches the detector, interactions with
tissue like reflection and absorption occurs. The tissue acts as a low-pass frequency filter,
changing both amplitude and temporal profile of the PA signal [35].
Illumination and signal detection can be performed at the same side of the tissue (reflection
mode) or on opposite sides (transmission mode). For image reconstruction, the acoustic
signal from multiple locations at the tissue surface is used. The temporal signal profile is
back-projected into image space, usually under the assumption of a single speed of sound in
tissue [41].
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Technical implementations of photoacoustic imaging
A wide range of non-invasive PA imaging implementations has been developed over time.
Microscopy setups allow for micrometer-resolution imaging, using 2-D raster scanning with
either focused optical illumination or focused ultrasound detection. Imaging depth is however
limited to several millimeters, due to optical scattering and severe attenuation of the high
frequency ultrasound signals that originate from microvasculature. Tomographic
photoacoustic imaging can also be performed with wide-field illumination in combination
with either circular-scanning transducer elements, or cylindrical, planar and spherical
multiple-detector configurations. Here, image formation requires geometry-specific
reconstruction algorithms [35], [41].
Combination of PA imaging with other modalities can amplify its diagnostic value. Combined
PA and OCT imaging e.g., is used to obtain high resolution structural information of both skin
tissue and vasculature [42]. Also combination of PA with US imaging is attractive. The
optical contrast and functional imaging of PA imaging is complementary to the structural and
anatomical information obtained from US. Furthermore, acoustic hardware requirements for
PA and US imaging are interchangeable. Integration of a clinically available or acceptable
ultrasound probe in a dual mode US/PA imaging system has been shown by several groups
[43]. In Chapter 2 of this thesis, PA imaging is performed with such a handheld probe that
integrates a 128-element linear array US transducer and a diode laser source that emits 1 mJ
pulses at a 808 nm wavelength (Figure 1.5) [44]. Further details on hardware and data
acquisition are provided in Chapter 2.
Clinical potential and current status
The potential of PA imaging compared to other clinical modalities include the high imaging
contrast and specificity, without the need of exogenous contrast agents or hazardous radiation.
The spatial resolution and imaging depth can be adapted to the scale of the preferred
application domain, ranging from cellular substructures to organs [45]. Technical
developments have brought PA imaging at the verge of introduction in patient care [37], [46],
[47].
In non-invasive vascular imaging, PA has the ability to reveal both geometry, flow
characteristics and oxygenation [36]. This can be used in, for example, the detection of tumors
in breast and skin tissue, hallmarked by angiogenesis [48], [49]. Assessment of
microvascular abnormalities and functionality can be used to diagnose skin disease or to
assess damage induced by diabetes or burns [42], [50], [51]. Clinical potential is also
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observed in the detection of increased vascularity in joints, to diagnose arthritis and assess
disease severity [52]. Regardless of its undisputed potential, technical challenges with respect
to imaging depth and spatial and temporal resolution remain [47], and clinical adaptation of
PA imaging requires empirical proof of added diagnostic value and validation of
measurement results [46]. The latter is the incentive for Chapter 2 in this thesis.

AIM AND OUTLINE OF THE THESIS
The aim of this thesis is to assess the feasibility and performance of photoacoustic and
ultrasound perfusion imaging, in superficial (skin) tissue and skeletal muscle, respectively.
This knowledge can substantiate the presumed diagnostic potential, guide further technical
development, and provide insight in the challenges for future clinical application.
In Chapter 2, the feasibility and validity of blood volume measurement with a hand-held
photoacoustic probe is investigated. This included the development of phantoms for various
blood perfusion scenarios, with adaptable optical and acoustic properties, that allow
quantitative evaluation of blood volume and flow parameters. In vivo photoacoustic
assessment of superficial vascular geometry is validated with conventional ultrasound.
The combined measurement of skin perfusion and elasticity has diagnostic potential. A novel
method for quantitative ultrasound elastography in superficial tissue is explored in Chapter 3.
An elastography setup is developed, which incorporates a small balloon that acts both as the
indenter and as a pressure sensor. The ability of this method to discriminate between phantom
tissues with different stiffness is investigated, together with its in vivo applicability.
In Chapter 4, the focus shifts to perfusion in skeletal muscle, specifically during exercise. In
a volunteer study, the feasibility and reliability of blood flow measurements with PD
ultrasound is investigated. The validity of PD as a measure for skeletal muscle blood flow is
investigated in Chapter 5. Here, the obtained blood flow dynamics in PD are compared with
the flow in the feeding artery, measured with PWD ultrasound.
In both chapters, perfusion measurements are performed with a fixated ultrasound probe on
the leg. Probe fixation also allows for ultrasound acquisitions on skeletal muscle under
dynamic conditions. Stability of the ultrasound acquisition is crucial for valid analysis of
perfusion and architectural parameters over time. This field of view consistency is
investigated in a volunteer study, described in Chapter 6, where fixated ultrasound imaging
during exercise is compared with freehand acquisition. The comparison is based on a complex
wavelet structural similarity index and the muscle fiber orientation.
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In Chapter 7, the main findings of this thesis are discussed and put in broader perspective.
General conclusions are drawn and possibilities for further research are identified.
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Chapter 2

ABSTRACT
Assessment of microvasculature and tissue perfusion can provide diagnostic information on
local or systemic diseases. Photoacoustic (PA) imaging has strong clinical potential, because
of its sensitivity to hemoglobin. In this study we used a novel hand-held PA probe with
integrated diode lasers and examined its feasibility and validity in the detection of increasing
blood volume and (sub-)dermal vascularization. Blood volume detection was tested in custom
made perfusion phantoms. Results showed that an increase of blood volume in a physiological
range of 1.3 – 5.4 % could be detected. The results were validated with Power Doppler
sonography. Using a motorized scanning setup, areas of the skin were imaged at relatively
short scanning times (< 10 s / cm2) with PA. Three-dimensional visualization of these
structures was achieved by combining the consecutive acquired cross-sectional images.
Images revealed the epidermis and submillimeter vasculature up to depth of 5 mm. The
geometries of imaged vasculature were validated with segmentation of the vasculature in high
frequency ultrasound imaging. This study proofs the feasibility of PA imaging in its current
implementation for the detection of perfusion related parameters in skin and sub-dermal tissue
and underlines its potential as a diagnostic tool in vascular or dermal pathologies.
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INTRODUCTION
The clinical potential of photoacoustic (PA) imaging has not escaped attention over the recent
years. The modality combines high optical contrast with high spatial resolution and has
numerous possible in vivo applications in structural and functional imaging, ranging from the
cellular substructure to organ scale [1]. The preferential absorption of light in the visible and
near-infrared region by hemoglobin makes PA imaging sensitive in the detection and
visualization of (micro-)vasculature [2]–[4]. Assessment of microvasculature function has
diagnostic potential for a wide range of systemic (vascular) diseases [5]. Visualization of
superficial microvasculature and sensitive assessment of blood volume dynamics is
hypothesized to be of added value in several pathologies with cutaneous involvement such as
systemic sclerosis and dermatomyositis [6]–[8]. Imaging of superficial tissue is an appealing
application for PA, because only a limited imaging depth is required [2]. Several groups have
shown how PA imaging, in different implementations and combined with other modalities,
can be used to assess (sub-)dermal vascular geometry and functioning in vivo. However,
validation of these photoacoustic results with conventional imaging techniques is not
common.
High resolution PA imaging of dermal structures and vascularization has been demonstrated
with PA microscopy, with either focused acoustic detection or focused optical excitation. An
acoustic-resolution photoacoustic microscopy (AR-PAM) system with a broadband, 50 MHz
focused ultrasound (US) transducer was presented by Maslov et al [9]. The system has a
lateral and axial resolution of 45 and 15 micrometer respectively, and is able to visualize the
microvasculature and melanoma to a depth of 3 mm [10]. Multi-wavelength measurements
were used to estimate hemoglobin oxygen saturation levels for individual vessels. Favazza et
al. demonstrated functional volumetric imaging of cutaneous vasculature in the human hand
palm, with a slightly modified version of this system, operating at wavelengths of 561 and
570 nm [11]. With optical-resolution photoacoustic microscopy (OR-PAM) spatial resolutions
of a few micrometers can be achieved, but only up to a depth of about 1 mm, because of
defocusing of the optical beam [12]. The restricted imaging depth limits the clinical
application of this technique [13].
An interesting alternative for piezoelectric detectors in high resolution PA imaging was
proposed by Zhang et al[14]. They used an interferometric optical US mapping system, based
on a Fabry-Perot polymer film. The system is capable of imaging vasculature with high
sensitivity and spatial resolution (< 100 µm) but also at depths of several millimeters [15].
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Recently, Zahibian et al., used this interferometric concept in combination with optical
coherence tomography (OCT), to visualize vascular abnormalities and skin lesions in relation
to several human skin pathologies [8]. The mechanical scanning of the image area with these
microscopy setups results in scanning times in the order of minutes per cm2.
Also on a more macroscopic scale, different PA configurations are developed for superficial
vasculature imaging. A spherical, probe-based PA detection configuration was proposed by
Dean-Ben et al. [16], who showed 3D vasculature imaging in real time at a framerate of 10 Hz
with an effective spatial resolution of 0.2 mm. They showed photoacoustic measurements of
blood volume and oxygenation changes in the human finger after occlusion, also reported by
Buehler et al. [17] for a comparable, 2D spherical array system. In both studies, no validation
of

the

measured

vasculature

geometry

or

blood

volume

was

provided.

Niederhauser et al. [18] showed combined US and PA imaging with a planar detection
geometry. Laser pulses (λ = 760 nm) were delivered to the imaging site through a fiber and
PA signals were detected using a 7.5 MHz linear array US transducer. They performed real
time PA imaging of the skin and subdermal vasculature with a spatial resolution of about 0.3
mm at a frame rate of 7.5 Hz. Many other groups showed the combination of PA with US
imaging in a probe-based, hand-held implementation, using an external laser source [19].
For clinical applications, PA imaging would benefit from an affordable implementation that
allows for mobile and quick image acquisition. Recently, Daoudi et al. presented the
FULLPHASE probe [20], which is a hand-held PA probe with integrated diode lasers, capable
of combined PA and US imaging, controlled by a commercially available US scanner.
In this paper, we investigate the feasibility of this PA configuration for the assessment of
changes in blood volume. A phantom study was performed, where microchannel phantoms
were designed that mimic biological tissue with increasing vascular density, and allow for
both PA and US imaging. The results of PA imaging are validated with Power Doppler
ultrasound (PDUS), a widely clinically available US based technique that has already set a
track record in the assessment of perfusion related parameters such as moving blood volume
[21], [22]. Furthermore, subdermal vasculature geometries in the human hand palm and wrist
are visualized in 3D, by combining multiple 2D PA acquisitions. These results are validated
with manually segmented vascular geometries from conventional B-mode ultrasound imaging
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
PHANTOM PREPARATION
Cylindrical phantoms were made out of polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) tubes (length = 40
mm, inner Ø = 14 mm), filled with gelatin (300 g Bloom, FormX, Amsterdam, the
Netherlands). An acoustic window was realized on both sides of the tube to allow PA and
PDUS measurements (Figure 2.1).
A 10% mass/volume solution of gelatin was heated to 45 ⁰C for ten minutes. Under
continuous stirring, 3 x 10-3 volume / volume (v/v) % black Indian Ink (Royal Talens, the
Netherlands) and 14 v/v % Intralipid® fat emulsion (Fresenius Kabi, Bad Homburg,
Germany) were added to the gelatin solution to tune the optical properties to physiological
values of muscle tissue (µa = 0.25 cm-1, µs’ = 7 cm-1 at λ = 800 nm) [23], [24]. The optical
absorption of the used ink batch was verified with a plate reader (SynergyHT, Biotek,
Winooski, USA). Finally, Orgasol (ELF Atochem, Paris, France) was added (1 percent by
weight) for acoustic scattering.
The PMMA tubes were placed in teflon holders and filled with gelatin. Needles (Ø = 180 µm,
Seirin J-Type, SEIRIN-America, Weymouth, USA) were inserted into the gelatin to create
micro channels upon removal, after solidification of the gelatin. The alignment and separation
of the needles was ensured by placing them into a teflon disc with drilled grids. After 24
hours of cooling at 4⁰C, the tubes were taken out of the holders and the needles were removed
from the gelatin.

Figure 2.1. Perfusion phantoms. The left panel shows the cylindrical perfusion phantom moulds (a).
The mould consists of a cylindrical PMMA tube with a cut-away to enable acoustic measurements.
Needles are used to create channels in the gelatin (b). The mould is placed within a teflon holder and
filled with gelatin. After solidifying, the tube is taken out of the teflon holder and the needles are
removed (c). On the inner wall of the tubes, a screw thread was tapped to prevent leakage and sliding
of the gelatin during perfusion.
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Four different phantoms were made with an increasing amount of channels, resulting in a total
perfused cross-sectional area of 1.3, 2.7, 4.0 and 5.4% respectively, which is in the
physiological range of human skeletal muscle [25], [26].
PROBES
PA imaging was performed using the second generation FULLPHASE prototype
photoacoustic probe, controlled by a MyLab One scanner (ESAOTE Europe, Maastricht, The
Netherlands). The integrated diode laser system (QUANTEL, France, OSRAM, Germany),
consisting of a stack of highly efficient diode arrays in the probe, is operating at λ = 808 nm
with 1 mJ pulses. A customized laser driver (BRIGHTLOOP, France) allows a pulse width of
130 ns at half maximum and a maximum pulse repetition rate of 10 kHz. Using a combination
of cylindrical lenses and diffractive optical elements (SILIOS, France), the beam is collimated
and homogenized in the axis perpendicular to the diode arrays, and reshaped into a
rectangular form. The laser beam exits the probe through a small glass window. A linear array
transducer (SL3323, fc = 7.5 MHz, ESAOTE Europe, The Netherlands), next to the glass
window (Figure 2.2), constitutes the US transducer of the probe. The spatial resolution of the
system is 0.28 mm axially and around 0.5 mm laterally, depending on the imaging depth.
Further operation and specification details of the FULLPHASE probe can be found in the
paper by Daoudi et al [20].

Figure 2.2. Schematic of the imaging setup used in the phantom study. The image shows the
photoacoustic probe, placed orthogonally above the phantom, to obtain cross-sectional images.
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PDUS imaging was performed using a LA523 probe in combination with a Mylab 70 scanner
(ESAOTE Europe, Maastricht, The Netherlands). The element length (5 mm), pitch (0.245
mm) and center frequency (7.5 MHz) of this probe are similar to the US part of the
FULLPHASE probe. For ultrasound measurements on vasculature, a high frequency linear
array probe was used (LA435, fc = 12 MHz, pitch = 0.2 mm, ESAOTE Europe, The
Netherlands), combined with the Mylab 70 scanner.
IMAGING SETUP FOR PHANTOM MEASUREMENTS
The phantoms were connected to a syringe pump (STC-521, Terumo Europe, Leuven,
Belgium) using silicone tubing, and perfused with an ink solution (Figure 2.2). The optical
absorption of the ink solution (0.013% v/v) resembled that of diluted blood[27] at 805 nm
(hematocrit = 5%, µa = 1.0 cm-1). The pump flow rate was adjusted to establish an average
flow velocity of 20 mm/s in all phantoms. A customized probe holder was used to place the
PA and PDUS probe orthogonally above the phantoms. PA and PDUS imaging was
performed during perfusion while the tubing, phantom and the probe tips were submerged in
water at room temperature. Additionally, a motorized translation stage (M-403.2DG, Physik
Instrumente, Germany) was used to move the PA probe horizontally over the phantom at a
constant velocity during scanning, to allow for 3D PA visualization, using the consecutive
cross-sectional images at different locations to reconstruct a volume dataset.
SCANNING PROTOCOL FOR PHANTOM MEASUREMENTS
Cross-sectional images were acquired of each phantom at the center of the acoustic window,
first with PDUS and then with PA. The distance between the US detector surface and the
phantom surface was kept at 5 mm. In PDUS, the US frequency was set to 6.3 MHz and the
pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of the PDUS mode to 1.5 kHz, with the lowest possible wall
filter setting. Data were acquired for 10 seconds at a framerate of 33 Hz. In PA imaging, 100
frames were acquired at a frame rate of 40 Hz. Additionally, a PA scan was made over the
whole length of the acoustic window (20 mm) using the motorized stage, at a constant
velocity of 1.2 mm/s and a frame rate of 40 Hz.
DATA PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS
PA data
Raw radio frequency (RF) data, stored at a sample frequency of 50 MHz, were reconstructed
off-line using MATLAB (Matlab 2014b, MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). Multiple filtering
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steps were performed, i.e., DC blocking, moving average filtering (N = 19) and bandpass
filtering (0.8 - 5.5 MHz). The filter cut-off frequencies are based on a spectral analysis of the
raw PA signal from superficial tissue and vasculature, obtained with this system, which
typically showed strong signal contribution around 3.5 MHz. Next, the beam-formed RF data
were reconstructed with the delay-and-sum method. To improve image quality, the individual
frames in the beamformed data were deconvolved with the Richardson–Lucy algorithm using
the system’s point spread function (PSF), measured on a cylindrical black object (d = 100 µm)
at a depth of 10 mm. Forty consecutive frames were averaged and the intensity was
thresholded at -23dB. This threshold is based on the SNR of the signal from the channel
closest to the probe (in the upper part of the image), compared to the mean intensity value of
the noise in the lower part of the image, where no channel signal is visible. An overview of
the signal processing sequence is given in Figure 2.3. In the resulting image, the visible cross
sectional area of the phantom was considered as the region-of-interest (ROI). The perfused
cross-sectional area was calculated by dividing the amount of pixels in the ROI with an
intensity level above the threshold by the total number of pixels in the masked area. Because
of the limited penetration depth of the PA imaging (< 8mm), only the upper half of the
phantoms was taken into account. A visualization of the reconstructed 3D volume based on
the PA scanning was realized using MATLAB after stacking all acquired 2D frames and
thresholding the data at noise level.
PD ultrasound data
Data sets of every measurement were exported as DICOM files and processed off line using
MATLAB. PDUS signals in the frames were extracted using the RGB values, to discriminate
them from B-mode grey-values. The PDUS images were deconvolved using the signal of a
single channel in the phantoms, which was considered as the PSF of PDUS imaging. The
resulting values of 40 frames were averaged, as in PA, and the total phantom area was

Figure 2.3. Block diagram of the signal processing, for both photoacoustic (PA) and Power Doppler
Ultrasound (PDUS).
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regarded as ROI. An intensity threshold of -30 dB was applied, to sufficiently reduce the
blurring effect of averaging on the channel signal area. The amount of pixels within the ROI,
with an intensity value above this threshold, were divided by the total number of pixels in the
ROI, as a measure of perfused cross-sectional area.
SCANNING SETUP AND PROTOCOL FOR IN VIVO PA MEASUREMENTS
To test the feasibility of visualizing skin and superficial blood vessel geometries using the
FULLPHASE PA probe, a small area on the ball of the hand of a volunteer was imaged. Also,
in four different volunteers, the skin at the inside of the wrist was imaged. The volunteer
study was approved by the research ethics committee of the Radboud University Nijmegen
Medical Centre (Nijmegen, the Netherlands) and requirements for informed consent were
waived.
During scanning, the forearm of the volunteer and the tip of the probe were submerged in a
water tank. To avoid vasoconstriction, the water was kept at a temperature of approximately
30 ⁰C. The probe was mounted in a custom made probe holder and attached to the
aforementioned translation stage (Figure 2.4a). After positioning the probe at a distance of 5
mm from the skin, areas of approximately 25 x 15 mm (image width) were imaged at a
framerate of 40 Hz, while again moving the probe at a constant velocity of 1.2 mm/ s using
the translation stage. The scanning method including a water tank and a translation stage
(Figure 2.4b) is related to the one described in the work of Fronheiser et al [28]. The scan area
at the wrist was demarcated by water resistant band-aids, provided with ink lining (Figure
2.4c). This functioned as a marker in both photoacoustic and ultrasound imaging.

Figure 2.4. Photoacoustic setup for skin imaging. The photoacoustic probe is mounted into a
customized probe holder (I) and attached to the translation stage (II) (a). The water tank for in vivo
scanning, showing the fixed handgrip for support (b). The skin areas at the wrist are demarcated
with band-aid and ink (c).
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VISUALIZATION OF IN VIVO PA MEASUREMENTS
Data were filtered and reconstructed offline as described in the phantom study. The 2D frames
were stacked and intensities were thresholded at noise level (-23dB) before 3D renders were
reconstructed for visualization. For visualization purposes, the epidermis and underlying
blood vessels were represented with a different color. Segmentation in each 2D frame was
performed automatically using the pronounced curved signal of the epidermis in the images.
VALIDATION OF IN VIVO PA MEASUREMENTS WITH US
To validate the PA blood vessel visualization in the wrist, the vessel geometry of the same
area was also obtained with high resolution ultrasound. In the same way as with PA, crosssectional B-mode images were acquired at a frame rate of 40 Hz while moving the ultrasound
probe over the skin. After transferring the DICOM data to an external PC, the skin contour
and individual vessels were manually segmented in selected frames, using MATLAB
software. By interpolating the manual segmentations over the whole data set, the contours of
the vessels were reconstructed and visualized. The 3D vascular geometries obtained in both
PA and US were compared.

RESULTS
PHANTOM MEASUREMENTS
Figure 2.5 shows the 3D rendered PA images of the four different phantoms. The signal
originating from the upper edge of the phantom is clearly visible on top of the signals from
the channels. Due to a limited depth of light penetration, only part of the channels is visible.
The increase in amount of channels can be appreciated from these images.

Figure 2.5. Three-dimensional visualization of the photoacoustic scans of the phantoms. The four
different phantoms are shown, with increasing perfused area from left to right. The yellow plane
indicates the location of the cross-sectional images on which the analysis is performed.
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Figure 2.6 shows raw and processed PA and PDUS cross-sectional images of the four
phantoms. In the raw images, the PDUS signal is represented by the red values. In the most
perfused phantom (5.4 %), the PDUS signal of several channels seems to overlap due to the
limited resolution, creating an overshoot of signal. In PDUS, the whole phantom is clearly
visible, showing the difference in imaging depth between PDUS and PA.
The measured amount of signal in each phantom is shown in Figure 2.7, for both PA and
PDUS. In PA, the relative amount of pixels that exceeded the intensity threshold seems to be
proportional to the real perfused area in the phantoms. The results are validated with PDUS,
where the same correlation is found. However, the visual overshoot of PDUS signal that was
encountered in the cross-sectional images of the most perfused phantom is also found in the
quantitative analysis.

Figure 2.6. Cross-sectional photoacoustic (PA) and Power Doppler (PD) ultrasound images of the
phantoms with increasing perfused area (I-IV). For each modality, the raw total images and the
filtered signal in the perfused area are shown. In the raw PD ultrasound images, the green dashed
squares indicate the PD region of interest, the red values represent the PD signal.
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Figure 2.7. The relative amount of signal in photoacoustic imaging (a) and Power Doppler (PD) (b),
proportional to the relative amount of perfused cross-sectional area in the phantoms. The signal in
PD shows an overshoot in the most perfused phantom. Error bars indicate one standard deviation
and the dashed line represents the identity line (y = x).

Figure 2.8. PA scanning of a small skin area on the hand. (a) Measurement area on the thumb (1.5 x
2.0 cm) and a typical cross-sectional image that is obtained during this scan (b). The image shows the
clear signal from the epidermis and underlying blood vessels. 3D volumes of the scanned area are
obtained by combining and segmenting all cross-sectional 2D images (c).

IN VIVO MEASUREMENTS
An example of PA scans in the human hand is shown in Figure 2.8. A typical cross-sectional
image of these areas reveals a relatively strong, curved signal from melanin in the epidermis
on top of signals from (sub-) millimeter size blood vessels underneath. Another, low intensity,
curved signal at the location of the deep vascular plexus is observed approximately 1-1.5 mm
below the epidermis. The achieved imaging depth is around 5 mm. 3D visualization shows the
geometry of the vessels while segmentation offers the possibility to discriminate between
epidermis and blood vessels. Total acquisition time for these areas of 3 cm2 was 17 seconds.
Figure 2.9 shows the validation of in vivo PA vasculature imaging with high frequency US
imaging in four volunteers. The image width of US was 37 mm and 15 mm in PA. In the third
volunteer, two PA scans on adjacent skin areas were combined. In the second volunteer, only
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Figure 2.9. 3D visualization of photoacoustic (PA) and ultrasound (US) acquisition of subdermal
vasculature in the wrist of four volunteers. Point of view is inside the arm. Skin markers are
represented in blue while the yellow dotted lines in the US images indicate the corresponding area in
the PA scan.

one half of the scanned area could be used because of technical issues. In the acquired 2D US
images, the skin layer contour and the (sub-) millimeter vasculature in the hypodermis could
easily be observed up to a depth of 1 cm. In the 3D renders, blue areas indicate the marking
band-aid, that was clearly visible in both modalities. The visualization of skin and vasculature
shows the resemblance of the imaged vasculature geometries in both PA and US in terms of
number of vessels and vessel size. The images also show the higher resolution that is obtained
with US, in this setup.

DISCUSSION
In this study, we demonstrated the feasibility of PA measurements on perfusion-related
parameters, being blood volume and vascularization, using a hand-held PA probe with
integrated diode lasers. Using conventional US imaging, we validated the results obtained
with this PA implementation.
In a phantom study, we showed that an increase of blood volume in the physiological range of
1.3-5.4 % is detectable with PA imaging. The relative amount of signal was proportional to
the amount of perfused area in the phantom. This result was validated with PDUS, which
showed the same proportional signal increase. A small overshoot of signal was measured with
PDUS in the phantom with 5.4% perfused area. This is due to the limited spatial resolution in
PDUS, leading to overlapping signals of neighboring channels. The results suggest that PA
imaging, in its current configuration, can be used to visualize sub-millimeter vasculature and
changes in blood volume in the physiological range.
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For analysis, the acquired signals in both modalities were intensity thresholded based on
image SNR (in PA) or based on empirical findings (in PD). This is sufficient for the
assessment of sensitivity, as in this study on the detection of an increasing blood volume. For
comparison of modalities in true quantitative measurements, standardization of thresholding
will be required.
Custom made perfusion phantoms allowed for controlled measurements on increasing blood
volume with both PA and PDUS. The tunable optical and acoustic properties of the gelatin, in
combination with an adjustable amount of micro channels, were used to imitate microvascular
blood flow in biological tissue. Flow speeds in the channels were adjustable to realistic values
for their diameter, in the order of mm/s. The low-budget materials and relatively small
production efforts make these phantoms attractive for perfusion related measurements with
different imaging modalities and methods.
The phantom studies revealed the limited imaging depth that is achieved with PA in its
current configuration. Only the upper half of the phantom could be imaged, due to attenuation
of the optical energy. With the large imaging depth achieved in PDUS, the total phantom was
easily imaged. PA however is of added value in small vasculature detection where blood flow
velocities drop below the sensitivity of PDUS [29].
With the in vivo measurements, the ability to visualize melanin layers and small vasculature
(< 1.0 mm in diameter) with the hand-held probe was demonstrated. Areas of the skin and
underlying vasculature were scanned and visualized in 3D to a depth of about 5 mm. The
visualized geometry in the PA images was validated with segmented geometries from
ultrasound imaging, which showed good agreement. The resolution in the US images was
better, which is due to the higher center frequency and smaller pitch of the US probe. Also the
manual segmentation in US, versus the intensity thresholded segmentation in PA, leads to
different image quality. The need for labor intensive segmentation in US versus simple
intensity thresholding in PA, underlines the advantage of the PA imaging specificity to
vasculature.
The PA images of the wrist and hand palm show sub-millimeter vasculature beneath the
epidermis. The spatial resolution of the system prevents imaging of the very small
vasculature. Visualization of individual capillaries, arterioles and venules in the superficial
and deep dermal vascular plexi would not be possible, since the diameters of these vessels do
not exceed 50 micrometer [30]. Accumulated signal of the deep vascular plexus,
interconnecting vessels and vessels in the subcutaneous tissue however are detectable.
The obtained spatial resolution is partly defined by the US detector characteristics of the PA
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probe. US detectors with higher center frequency and bandwidth would offer improved
resolution, at the consequence of a limited imaging depth[31], [32]. The impressive spatial
resolutions that are achieved in PAM often come at the burden of even higher acquisition
times and reduced portability. Different PA implementations need to proof their clinical
feasibility, and will probably have their own optimal clinical application. PA in the
FULLPHASE implementation is capable of imaging sub-millimeter vasculature to a depth of
several millimeters, in real time or in 3D, with scanning times under 10 s per cm2.
Future work will focus on in vivo assessment of vascularization in skin and sub-dermal tissue,
to compare healthy and diseased skin. Furthermore, a multi-wavelength PA approach will
allow for extending the visual information with assessment of oxygen saturation in the
visualized blood vessels.
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Chapter 3

ABSTRACT
A method for ultrasound (US) indentation elastography is demonstrated, incorporating a water
filled small diameter rubber balloon (Ø = 5 mm) between the US probe and the tissue. This
method enables simultaneous measurement of both heterogeneous tissue deformation and
indentation force during tissue compression. In indentation measurements on polyvinyl
alcohol (PVA) phantoms with increasing shear modulus (13.8-42.8 kPa), and on
homogeneous PVA phantoms with stiffer inclusions, the ability of this elastography method
to discriminate between degrees of tissue stiffness is demonstrated. The effect of the balloon
on the US image was investigated with ultrasound simulations, and only edge shadowing was
observed. In the US analysis, this revealed no hindrance in the estimation of tissue
displacements. The tissue displacements obtained in US were compared with 2D and 3D
finite element models of the phantoms, using the pressure data and measured material
properties as input. The FE models revealed the same patterns as measured with US.
However, substantial differences of a factor 2 to 3 between tissue displacements in the models
and measurements were found, implicating the need for further investigation of the relation
between balloon pressure and indentation force. Finally, in a patient with localized
scleroderma, the in vivo practical feasibility of the method was demonstrated.
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INTRODUCTION
Mechanical properties can be used to characterize different types of soft tissue, and they
provide diagnostic information on the tissue condition or changes of such tissue over time.
Ultrasound (US) elastography is used for the assessment of tissue elasticity, by measuring soft
tissue deformation or displacement in response to an applied force [1]. This force can be
applied directly by mechanical means, or by acoustic radiation [2]. The resulting tissue strain,
or the propagation velocity of the generated shear waves, can be obtained from the US images
and is related to tissue elasticity [3]. US elastography is currently used in several clinical
areas, e.g. for the identification of malignant thyroid nodules and breast lesions and for
diagnosing and monitoring of liver fibrosis [4]. Also in the field of dermatology, US
elastography has a range of possible applications, such as the detection of skin tumors [5]. In
systemic sclerosis and localized scleroderma, which causes (local) skin hardening, US
elastography shows promise in the quantification and monitoring of disease severity via the
assessment of skin stiffness [6], [7].
A commonly used method is freehand elastography, in which a constant stress is applied on
the tissue via the handheld US probe. Tissue strain (ε) can be obtained from two-dimensional
pre- and post-compression US images using image or signal analysis methods, which provides
an indirect measure of local tissue stiffness by calculating the inverse strain. For calculation of
the elasticity moduli however, for example the Young’s modulus (E), also knowledge of the
applied force and stress distribution is needed [8].
Literature shows several examples of setup designs which incorporate the measurement
and/or control of the applied force during tissue compression elastography with a clinical US
probe. In many of these setups the probe is fixated onto a static construction or onto the
patient [9]–[11]. Freehand implementation is described by Han et al. [12], who demonstrated
a force sensor and optical position sensor, combined into a small box shape around a US
probe. The system is employed in a force-based method to correct US images for deformation
induced by contact force of the probe [13]. The design of Chadli et al. [14] is comparable,
showing a removable device mounted on a US probe, which contains not only an axial force
sensor and a tilt sensor, but also a magnetic two-axis magnetic compass to determine the
global probe orientation. Gilbertson et al. [15] designed an ergonomic device that covers the
entire ultrasound probe and contains sensors for contact forces and torques in all six axes. The
same group developed a hand-held force/position control system that incorporates a
commercial US probe [16]. Within a certain range of motion, it can adapt for tissue or
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sonographer changes in position, while maintaining a set probe-tissue contact force.
These systems use the entire ultrasound transducer surface as the tissue indenter, measuring
up to several centimeters. In, for example, the dermatology setting, it is preferable to use
small diameter indenters (μm-mm scale), because it decreases the influence of deeper tissue
layers [17]. At the same time, large US field of view is attractive, to enable the assessment of
the entire tissue deformation around the indenter, in 2D at least, to provide the clinician with a
sufficiently large map of tissue deformation. For so-called model inversion methods, the 2D
data may serve as input for these mechanical tissue models to reconstruct the underlying
mechanical properties of the tissue [18].
In this paper we describe a method for freehand US elastography, incorporating a low-cost
small diameter balloon (Ø = 5 mm) between the probe and the tissue. This method enables
inhomogeneous deformation of the tissue, i.e., indentation, as well as the simultaneous
measurement of both heterogeneous tissue deformation and indentation force during tissue
compression. In a phantom study, in combination with finite element analysis, the ability of
this elastography method to discriminate between degrees of tissue stiffness is demonstrated.
We investigated the influence of the indenter balloon on the US images using finite element
simulations. Furthermore, as a proof of principle, the in vivo practical feasibility is
demonstrated with measurements on skin lesions and on healthy skin in a patient with
localized scleroderma.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
PHANTOM PREPARATION
For in vitro feasibility tests of the indentation method, polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) phantoms
with increasing stiffness were created. PVA gel was produced by dissolving 15 weight
percent (wt %) PVA (Mowiol 28-99, Sigma-Aldrich, Zwijndrecht, The Netherlands) crystals
in demineralized water. The solution was stirred continuously for 4 hours at a temperature of
85 ⁰C. Orgasol (ELF Atochem, Paris, France) was added (1 wt %) for acoustic scattering.
The solution was poured into rectangular moulds, to create 4 by 10 cm homogeneous PVA
slaps of about 8 mm thick. Slabs were subjected to 1, 2 or 3 freeze-thaw cycles (16 hours
freezing, 8 hours thawing), to increase PVA stiffness [19]. Furthermore, 2 cylindrical
phantoms (Ø = 40 mm, thickness = 8 mm) were created with 1 and 2 freeze-thaw cycles
respectively, which contained a slightly stiffer inlay of PVA (2 mm thickness) with 1 extra
freeze-thaw cycle. The phantoms mimic a stiff superficial lesion embedded in soft tissue.
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These phantoms were used for ultrasound testing.
For mechanical characterization of the phantoms, the same PVA badge was used to create
samples suitable for compression and tensile tests. Cylindrical phantoms (Ø = 22 mm,
thickness = 14 mm) and strips of 30 x 15 x 1 mm (l x w x h) were moulded and also subjected
to 1, 2 or 3 freeze-thaw cycles.
MECHANICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF PHANTOMS
For mechanical characterization, uni-axial tensile and compression tests were performed on
the PVA strips and cylindrical phantoms with a Zwick uni-axial tensile tester (Z010, Zwick,
Ulm, Germany). Both tensile and compression tests were performed at a speed of 80 mm/ s,
until 30% stretch or compression respectively. To obtain the shear modulus of the different
PVA phantoms from this experiments, the stress-strain curves were fitted with the neoHookean material model. This model assumes incompressibility and linear elastic, isotropic
material and is valid for large deformations. The stress-strain relationship in given by
𝝈𝝈 = −𝑝𝑝0 𝑰𝑰 + 𝐺𝐺(𝑩𝑩 − 𝑰𝑰)

(1)

with σ the Cauchy stress tensor (Pa), p0 an undetermined hydrostatic pressure, I the identity
matrix, G the shear modulus and B the left Cauchy-Green deformation tensor. For a stretch in
the y-direction, λyy, the following expression for the stress in tensile direction (σyy) can be
derived, assuming incompressibility and plane stress [20]:
1

𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 = 𝐺𝐺(𝜆𝜆2𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 − 𝜆𝜆 ) (2)
𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦

The stretch λyy is defined as L/L0, with L0 the original specimen length and L the length after
applying a tensile force. Based on the ultrasound strain imaging, a specific stretch region is
selected to fit the model to and to obtain the shear modulus of the different PVA phantoms.
These shear moduli are used as input in a finite element analysis of the setup, to compare
modeled tissue deformation and observed deformation in the in vitro elastography.
QUASI-STATIC INDENTATION ELASTOGRAPHY SETUP
Key concept of this method is the placement of a cylindrical, water filled balloon between the
ultrasound transducer and the phantom or skin (Figure 3.1). During compression, the balloon
transfers the force that is applied to the probe onto the tissue. At steady state, there is a
balance of forces, also at the contact area of tissue and balloon. Assuming there is no shear
stress, so no tangential forces at the contact area, the tissue stress and balloon pressure are
equal. The applied stress on the tissue can then be assessed via the internal balloon pressure.
To measure the internal pressure, the open end of the balloon is connected to a pressure sensor
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(P10EZ, BD, Vianen, the Netherlands), via a 3-way stopcock. With a syringe attached to the
remaining open position of the stopcock the balloon can be filled to a desired initial pressure
before indentation, to provide sufficient rigidity. The natural latex rubber balloon (Cattex,
Casalvieri, Italy), has a length of 10 cm, an outer diameter of 5 mm, and a wall thickness of
0.3 mm in its uninflated state. Ultrasound imaging is performed continuously during
compression, to monitor the tissue deformation, see section ‘Strain imaging in phantoms’.
INDENTATION FORCE CHARACTERIZATION
To investigate the relation between applied indentation force and the internal balloon
pressure, a series of tests are performed. The balloon is placed on a scale, and indented with
the L22-14 linear array probe, placed orthogonally above it. For controlled indentation, the
probe is attached to a motorized translation stage (M-403.2DG, Physik Instrumente,
Germany). Total indentation of the balloon is 3 mm, in steps of 0.3 mm. During indentation,
both internal pressure and applied force are measured. The test is repeated for increasing
initial gauge balloon pressures: 0, 25, 55, 75 and 200 mmHg. The influence of the indenter
position on the balloon is also tested, by repeating the test with the indenter placed either at
the longitudinal center or hallway between the center and the end.

Figure 3.1. Schematic cross-sectional view of the indentation setup (a). Representative ultrasound Bmode image during an in vivo indentation measurement on the wrist, with the water-filled balloon
(white arrow) placed between the probe and the tissue (b). Longitudinal schematic of the setup (c).
During indentation, the pressure inside the balloon is measured with a pressure sensor.
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ULTRASOUND SIMULATION
The introduction of the latex rubber balloon in the imaging plane might result in refraction
which will induce distortions of the image. This would adversely affect the assessment of
tissue deformation. To investigate the effect of the balloon, the ultrasound wave field in the
setup was simulated in 2D, using the open-source k-Wave toolbox [21], implemented in
MATLAB (MathWorks®, Natick, Massachusetts, United States of America). The
propagation medium consisted of two layers, mimicking skin tissue with a layer of water on
top, and a balloon. The balloon cross-section (Ø = 5 mm, wall thickness = 0.3 mm) is
positioned directly on top of the tissue. See Table 3.1 for the selected properties of both media
and the balloon in the simulation [22], [23]. The source was defined as a part of a linear array
transducer (8 elements), i.e., with a total aperture width of 8 times the 0.1 mm pitch of the
Verasonics L22-14 linear array probe (Verasonics Inc, Kirkland, Washington, United States
of America), which is used in the phantom measurements. The center frequency of the source
is set at 18.5 MHz.
The simulation was performed for both the situation before and during indentation, with the
balloon shape being cylindrical or elliptical respectively. Furthermore, the simulation is
repeated with the active aperture positioned at 3 different lateral locations: at the center of the
balloon, halfway the center and the edge, and at the edge. The source is positioned always
directly above the balloon edge in every simulation.
Table 3.1. Material properties used in the simulation.

Material

Speed of sound (m.s-1)

Density (kg.m-3)

Water

1480

1000

Skin

1730

1150

Balloon (natural rubber)

1600

930

STRAIN IMAGING IN PHANTOMS
Indentation measurements on the rectangular PVA phantoms, each having a different
stiffness, were performed to test feasibility of the elastography method. 2D ultrasound
acquisition was performed with a Verasonics Vantage 256TM system (Verasonics Inc,
Kirkland, Washington, United States of America), in combination with a L22-14 linear array
probe. For controlled indentation, the probe is again attached to a motorized translation stage.
The balloon is placed between the probe and the PVA, and a layer of ultrasound gel is added
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to fill the space around the balloon. The initial balloon gauge pressure is set to 200 mmHg.
For indentation, the probe surface is placed against the balloon, and then moved down 3 mm
at a speed of 1.3 mm/s. During indentation ultrasound images were acquired at a framerate of
4Hz and the internal balloon pressure after complete indentation was also stored. The
measurement was repeated four times for each phantom.
Raw-frequency (RF) data were exported to an external PC. The 2D-displacement fields of the
tissue were estimated using in house software, which uses a two–step, coarse-to-fine crosscorrelation method for consecutive US frames [24]. In the first step, coarse estimations of
displacement are obtained from the cross-correlation of large segments of enveloped data.
These estimates serve as an input for the second step, in which smaller windows and RF data
are used. Displacements were estimated in a 4 x 10 mm2 region directly under the balloon.
Maximal allowed displacement between frames was 0.1 mm (lateral) by 0.4 mm (axial).
Displacement estimates were filtered with a 1.0 mm by 2.0 mm median filter, after which
strains were estimated using a 2D least-squares strain estimator [25].
MEASUREMENT VERIFICATION USING A FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
For numerical modeling, commercial Finite Element Analysis (FEA) software Abaqus
(Dassault Systèmes, Paris, France) was used. Both a 2D and a 3D model were developed. In
both models, a hyperelastic, neo-Hookean material was chosen, with shear moduli based on
the mechanical tests on the PVA phantoms. In the 2D model, the phantom deformation was
assumed to be mostly in-plane and axially symmetric. For computational efficiency, only the
right half was modeled in 2D. Instead of modeling the balloon, a normal pressure (the
measured internal balloon pressure) was prescribed to a part of the upper boundary that
represented the area of contact. The phantom width was set to 40 mm and the height to 8 mm.
The length of the balloon contact area were derived manually from the US acquisitions of
each phantom.
In the 3D model, the PVA phantom dimensions of 10 by 4 by 0.8 cm3 (l x w x h) were used.
The normal pressure was set to a 2D area on top of the phantom, representing the contact area
of the balloon. The width of this area was based on the measured contact area in the US
measurements, the length was based on the US probe housing thickness (5 mm) at the
transducer tip. For both the 2D and 3D model, the bottom of the model was fixated,
mimicking the sticky contact of the PVA to the metal plate underneath the phantom in the US
measurements. The simulated node displacements and strains directly under the balloon were
compared to displacements values at the corresponding locations in the US acquisition.
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Furthermore, the influence of the indenter contact length on the model deformation was
investigated with the 2D model, by increasing the indenter length from 1 to 5 mm. In this
simulation an indentation pressure of 205 mmHg and the material properties measured in the
PVA phantom with 2 freeze-thaw cycles were chosen for the tissue, match the loading during
elastography experiments .
IN VIVO FEASIBILITY: PILOT MEASUREMENTS
For in vivo feasibility demonstration, freehand balloon indentation was performed on skin
lesions of a 27-year male diagnosed with localized scleroderma. The research proposal was
reviewed by the local Medical Ethics Committee of the Radboud University Nijmegen
medical center, (Nijmegen, The Netherlands), and ethical approval was waived. The
investigated lesion was located at the left ankle just above the lateral malleolus. Indentation
(approximately 1-2 mm) was performed at the edge of the lesion, to include both healthy and
stiffer lesion tissue. For comparison, indentation was repeated at the same location on the
right ankle, which was not affected by lesions. During the measurement the patient lay on his
side on a bed, to create a horizontal measurement location. Internal balloon pressure was set at
200 mmHg. Ultrasound acquisitions in this measurement were performed with an Esaote
Mylab 70 scanner (Esaote Europe, Maastricht, the Netherlands), in combination with a linear
array probe (LA 435, center frequency = 12 MHz). RF data were exported to an external PC
and tissue strain was determined using the method described in the phantom strain
measurements.

RESULTS
MECHANICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF PHANTOMS
Figure 3.2 shows the combined stress-strain curves of the compression and tensile tests. Mean
values of five repeated tests on each sample are used. The data show the increase of PVA
stiffness with higher numbers of freeze-thaw cycles. For determination of the shear modulus,
the 0.8-1.05 stretch region of the data is fitted to the neo-Hookean material model. This is the
same stretch range that is applied in the ultrasound measurements on the phantoms. From the
fit on these data, a shear modulus of 13.8, 31.2, and 42.8 kPa is obtained for the PVA after 1,
2 and 3 free-thaw cycles respectively.
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INDENTATION FORCE CHARACTERIZATION
The initial balloon pressure has significant influence on the relation between the exerted force
by the indenter and the pressure increase inside the balloon during indentation (Figure 3.3a).
Mean values of three repeated tests at each pressure are shown. The placement of the
transducer on the balloon is not affecting the relation between pressure and indentation force
(Figure 3.3b).

Figure 3.2. Mechanical characterization of the PVA samples with increasing number of freeze-thaw (ft) cycles. Stress-strain curves obtained from tensile and compression tests (a). Fit of the
(incompressible) neo-Hookean material model on the 0.8-1.05 stretch region (b).

Figure 3.3. Relation between the exerted force by the indenter and the pressure increase inside the
balloon. With higher initial balloon pressure, the pressure increase upon indentation reduces (a). The
position of the indenter on the balloon has no influence on the force – balloon pressure relation (b).
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ULTRASOUND SIMULATION
The influence of the balloon on the ultrasound wave field is demonstrated in Figure 3.4,
which shows the final wave field of the simulations. At the centre of the balloon (a and d),
and half way the edge, (b and e) only minor changes in the wave field are observed compared
to the medium without balloon (g and h). At the edge of the balloon, where the ultrasound

Figure 3.4. The final wave field of the K-space 2D simulation of the ultrasound wave propagation
through the indentation balloon. The balloon is placed on the skin tissue, and filled with and covered
in water. Simulations are performed for the original (a-c) and the indented shape of the balloon (d-f),
at the center, halfway, and at the edge of the balloon respectively. The latter shows the most
prominent refraction compared to simulations without balloon (g-i).

Figure 3.5. Ultrasound B-mode acquisitions of the balloon and PVA phantom in undeformed state (a)
and after indentation (b). The yellow grid overlay shows the tissue tracking based on the US
displacement estimation. Hard reflections below the tracking grid originate from the metal plate
underneath the phantom.
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angle of incidence on the balloon is large, the distortions compared to the medium without
balloon are more pronounced. Minor difference is observed between the original (a-c) and
compressed state (d-f) of the balloon.
STRAIN IMAGING IN PHANTOMS
A typical example of ultrasound B-mode acquisitions during indentation is given in Figure
3.5, showing the phantom and balloon before (a) and after indentation (b). The grid overlay
shows the tissue tracking based on the displacement estimation. Underneath the phantom is a
metal plate, which results in hard reflections in the image. The original internal balloon gauge
pressure of 200 mmHg increases with 2-6 mmHg upon complete indentation. Ultrasound
distortions or shadowing by the balloon is minimal and does not seem to affect the
displacement tracking of the tissue.
Figure 3.6 shows the axial displacement in the different PVA phantoms with increasing
stiffness, when indented identically with a 200 mmHg gauge pressure balloon. The
displacement decreases with increasing PVA stiffness.
In all homogeneous phantoms a symmetrical displacement field was observed. The average
balloon pressure increase during indentation was 2, 3 and 5 mmHg for the phantoms with 1, 2
and 3 freeze-thaw cycles respectively. When a stiffer top layer is added to the phantoms, the
displacement fields in the PVA are altered (Figure 3.7a and b) . Compared to homogeneous
phantoms, the axial strain fields show a decrease in strain at the transition of the two PVA
layers with different stiffness (c).

Figure 3.6. Overlay of displacement values on ultrasound B-mode acquisitions, showing axial
displacement U2, induced by the indenting balloon, in the homogenous PVA phantoms with 1 (a), 2 (b),
and 3 (c) freeze-thaw cycles, respectively.
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Figure 3.7. Axial strain overlay on ultrasound acquisition, showing PVA phantoms with stiffer PVA
inclusion. a) PVA with 1 f-t cycle, with 2f-t inclusion, roughly indicated by the white dashed box. b)
PVA with 2 f-t cycles, with 3 f-t inclusion. Strain values right under the center of the balloon show the
effect of these inclusion, compared to indentation of the homogenous phantoms (c).

Figure 3.8. Axial displacements of the model surface in the 2D simulation, with increasing indenter
contact length. Material properties of the PVA phantom with 2 freeze-thaw cycles are used.
Indentation pressure is kept constant at 205 mmHg.

MEASUREMENT VERIFICATION USING A FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
Figure 8 shows the influence of the contact area length on the model deformation. The axial
displacement of the tissue directly under the indenter changes from 0.5 to 1.3 mm when the
indenter length changes from 1 to 5 mm, with the same applied pressure of 205 mmHg. Based
on this finding, the comparison of displacement in US and FEM modeling is not made using
the final US acquisitions after indentation, because the final contact lengths are not the same
in the different phantoms, due to the stiffness differences. The US acquisitions with contact
length of 4 mm (determined manually) were selected, and the contact length in the
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simulations was also set to 4 mm, with an indentation pressure of 205 mmHg. Due to a
convergence problem in the least stiff material (simulating PVA after 1 freeze-thaw cycle),
this specific simulation is performed at half the pressure, and results are scaled with a factor 2.
In the 2D model, displacements underneath the indenter are a factor 3 higher than the
displacement measured in the US acquisition (Figure 3.9). This overestimation is reduced to a
factor 2 in the 3D model. The measured strain in both US acquisition and 3D simulation is
shown in Figure 3.10. Related to the axial displacement, the 3D model overestimates the
strain roughly by a factor 2, compared to US. The ratios of strain amplitude between materials
with increasing stiffness are comparable in measurement and simulation. The highest strain
values are found not directly under the balloon but close to the tissue surface.

Figure 3.9. Axial displacement in simulations versus ultrasound acquisitions. Figure a) shows the
deformed 2D and (cut view) 3D simulation mesh with the same material properties as PVA with 2
freeze-thaw cycles, indented at 205 mmHg. Figure b) shows the axial displacement directly under the
balloon in both simulation and US acquisition, showing an overestimation of the displacement by a
factor of roughly 2 in the 3D and a factor 3 in the 2D simulation.

Figure 3.10. Strain values, directly under the indenter, in ultrasound (US) measurements (a) and 3D
simulations (b). In (a), mean and standard deviation over four different measurements are given. In
simulations (b), strain is roughly 2 times higher than in the US measurements.
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Figure 3.11. In vivo measurement of balloon indentation. Figures show the indentation measurement
at healthy skin (a and b) and at the edge of a spot with slightly hardened skin due to localized
scleroderma (c-d), in B-mode ultrasound and an overlay of axial strain values respectively. The
affected spot is indicated by the yellow dotted line in (c).

IN VIVO FEASIBILITY: PILOT MEASUREMENTS
Figure 3.11 shows ultrasound B-mode images, obtained during balloon indentation of healthy
skin on the right ankle (a), and at the lesion edge on the left ankle (c). The same images, now
with the overlay of lateral strain values are shown in 11.b and 11.d respectively, showing
compressive strains up to 0.15. Balloon gauge pressure at complete indentation was 204
mmHg. The lesion is not clearly visible in the ultrasound B-mode images.
Underneath the healthy skin, the strain field has a symmetric shape, with highest strain values
directly under the balloon. At the lesion measurement site, the field is asymmetric, with lower
strain values underneath the stiff lesion. The B-mode images also show that the subdermal
tissue structures are also different between the two measured sides.

DISCUSSION
In this study, a method for ultrasound elastography is presented that enables measurement of
both the indentation force and the induced, inhomogeneous tissue deformation in the US
imaging plane. The small indenter balloon has minimal influence on the US image and
displacement tracking. In phantom studies, the decreasing tissue deformation with increasing
tissue stiffness could be determined. Furthermore, the in vivo feasibility of the method is
demonstrated on skin lesions related to localized scleroderma.
The initial internal pressure of the balloon determines its behavior during indentation. An
initial pressure of 200 mmHg was needed to ensure enough rigidity for indentation of the
stiffest PVA phantom. However, the internal pressure increase during indentation is now
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much smaller than in a low pressure balloon, making the stiff balloon a less sensitive force
sensor. The rigidity of the balloon material is part of the balancing forces in the indentation
setup and influences the relation between applied force and internal balloon pressure. A
balloon with an infinitely high compliance would not be able to transfer the forces from probe
to tissue. On the other hand, if one considers a very stiff balloon with infinite rigidity, the
internal pressure would be unrelated to the transferred force. The effect of the balloon rigidity
on the force balance is not further investigated in this study.
The ultrasound simulations suggest that image quality might be reduced around the edges of
the balloon. Edge shadowing is observed in the US acquisitions ( see also Figure 3.10), but
displacement estimation does not seem to be affected by this.
Comparison of the observed phantom tissue deformation in US with 2D and 3D FEA models
of the indentation setup, shows a significant difference. In 2D, the displacement is
overestimated with a factor 3, in 3D it is a factor 2. The 3D model resembles the in vitro
measurements better, probably because in reality the length of the contact area in the third
dimension (out of the US plane) is only slightly larger than the contact length in the lateral
image direction. This means that there is no situation of plane strain, and axial compression is
hence reduced. Still, the 3D model compression deviates significantly from the phantom
results. A possible underlying limitation in the current analysis is the uncertainty of the true
contact area dimensions. In the third dimension this is not trivial to measure, while the manual
determination of the lateral contact length is prone to observer variability. The scaling of
simulation results for the least stiff material reduces its reliability comparison with ultrasound.
The assumption of a rectangular contact area with uniform pressure is suitable for
improvement. An improved approach would include, e.g., an elliptical contact area, with a
gradual decrease of pressure toward the edges.
During in vivo measurements, symmetry differences in the US strain fields underneath
indented healthy and affected skin are observed. This can be caused by the locally higher
stiffness of the skin in the lesion, but also by the difference in underlying tissue structures.
The advantage of the presented method is the relatively large field of view compared to the
indenter size, which enables identification of the surrounding tissue which can influence the
observed tissue strain. A practical challenge of the freehand measurement is the risk of out of
plane motion, which is increased by the relatively slippery surfaces of the gel covered
balloon.
Out of plane motion can be reduced by fixating the US probe to the tissue. This is the case in
suction ultrasound elastography systems that use a vacuum to deform the tissue, while
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measuring the tissue deformation with ultrasound, as described by e.g. Hendriks et al [26] and
Diridollou et al [27]. The systems allow for direct measurement and control of the applied
negative pressure, but a disadvantage is the complete overlap of the imaging field of view and
the suction area, so the entire deformation in the tissue cannot be visualized.
The presented method in this study can be used in combination with basically every linear
array clinical ultrasound probe, and no equipment has to be attached to the probe. For
application in for example the field of dermatology, different balloon diameters can be
implemented, to control the influence of deeper tissue layers [17]. For stability, the balloon
could be integrated into a skin patch.
With indentation US elastography, reconstruction of the measured tissue deformation and
applied force with constitutive material models is needed for the quantitative determination of
material properties. Shear wave elastography (SWE) provides direct measurement of the
mechanical tissue properties, based on the shear wave propagation speed [28]. This method
has been applied widely, and recently also in the assessment of skin stiffness in sclerotic skin
by, e.g., Wang et al [29], with promising results. However, since shear wave velocity is
determined by e.g. the specific tissue non-linearity, isotropy and compressibility [30], true
quantitative analysis in SWE is also depending on the adoption of adequate tissue models. In
the approach presented here, the model complexity could be incorporated in the future inverse
modeling scheme.
In conclusion, this study shows the concept of an ultrasound elastography indentation method
with a small balloon pressure sensor. Comparison of the tissue deformation in US with 2D
and 3D FEA shows that the relation between balloon pressure and applied indentation force
is not completely understood yet. The measured indentation pressure, in combination with the
obtained deformation data can be used as input for mechanical tissue models to determine the
underlying mechanical properties of the tissue. Application of the method can be attractive in
the field of superficial elastography, for example in skin or skeletal muscle.
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ABSTRACT
Assessment of limitations in the perfusion dynamics of skeletal muscle may provide insight in
the pathophysiology of exercise intolerance in, e.g., heart failure patients. Power Doppler
Ultrasound (PDUS) has been recognized as a sensitive tool for the detection of muscle blood
flow. In this volunteer study (N=30), a method is demonstrated for perfusion measurements in
the vastus lateralis muscle, with PDUS, during standardized cycling exercise protocols, and
the test-retest reliability has been investigated. Fixation of the ultrasound probe on the upper
leg allowed for continuous PDUS measurements. Cycling exercise protocols included a
submaximal and an incremental exercise to maximal power. The relative perfused area (RPA)
was determined as a measure of perfusion. Absolute and relative reliability of RPA amplitude
and kinetic parameters during exercise (onset, slope, maximum value) and recovery
(overshoot, decay time constants) were investigated.
A RPA increase during exercise followed by a signal recovery was measured in all
volunteers. Amplitudes and kinetic parameters during exercise and recovery showed poor to
good relative reliability (ICC ranging from 0.2 - 0.8), and poor to moderate absolute
reliability (coefficient of variation (CV) range: 18 - 60%).
A method has been demonstrated which allows for continuous (Power Doppler)
ultrasonography and assessment of perfusion dynamics in skeletal muscle during exercise.
The reliability of the RPA amplitudes and kinetics ranges from poor to good, while the
reliability of the RPA increase in submaximal cycling (ICC = 0.8, CV = 18%) is promising
for non-invasive clinical assessment of the muscle perfusion response to daily exercise.
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ABBREVIATIONS
AT

Anaerobic Threshold

CEUS

Contrast Enhanced Ultrasound

CPET

Cardiopulmonary Exercise Test

CV

Coefficient of Variation

ECG

Electrocardiogram

ICC

Intraclass Correlation Coefficient

MRT

Mean Response Time (s)

PDUS

Power Doppler Ultrasound

PRF

Pulse Repetition Frequency (s-1)

ROI

Region Of Interest

RPA

Relative Perfused Area (%)
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INTRODUCTION
Exercise performance depends on multiple physiological factors. One of these factors is the
ability to augment blood flow to skeletal muscles during exercise. An impairment of leg
muscle perfusion leads to a reduction of oxygen delivery and consequently to a reduction of
exercise endurance capacity of the concerning muscle. Several diseases have been
documented to deteriorate skeletal muscle perfusion, e.g., peripheral artery disease, diabetes
mellitus, and chronic heart failure [1]–[3], and thereby influence exercise performance.
Assessment of muscle perfusion during exercise may provide important information on
physiological limitations of exercise performance in individual subjects. Eventually, such
information may be used to develop a tailored approach of prescribing and evaluating
exercise programs or other therapies aiming at improvement of exercise performance [4] .
To evaluate the contribution of all physical factors concerning exercise performance, it is
important to stress the hemodynamic system sufficiently by whole body exercise testing [5].
Moreover, it is during whole body exercise when patients with cardiovascular or pulmonary
diseases have symptoms of dyspnea and fatigue. Besides maximal exercise capacity, the
ability to adapt to submaximal exercise has received more attention [6], since this exercise
resembles the intensity of daily activity. Exercise performance is related to oxygen delivery
[7]–[9], i.e., to blood flow. The measurement of leg muscle blood flow during both maximal
and submaximal exercise could therefore reveal limitations in maximum exercise capacity
and perfusion response to daily exercise, respectively.
Power Doppler ultrasound (PDUS) has the potential to detect and measure changes of blood
content in human tissue. In PDUS, the integrated power of the complete Doppler spectrum in
ultrasound signal is determined, instead of a mean flow velocity as in Color Doppler
ultrasound [10]. At the cost of losing information on speed and direction, the technique is
more sensitive to flowing blood, and less dependent on the insonification angle. Compared to
other techniques for in-vivo perfusion-related measurements, unenhanced PDUS (without the
use of intravenous contrast agents) possesses the inherent advantages of ultrasound: noninvasiveness, portability, and relatively low costs [11].
Different methods are used to quantify perfusion with (Power) Doppler studies, ranging from
visual scale rating of tissue vascularity, to algorithmic approaches to determine the proportion
or mean intensity of color pixels in a region of interest (ROI) [11], [12]. PDUS provides a
relative measure of blood flow and volume, and the obtained signal intensity is strongly
dependent on, e.g., machine settings and measurement site [13]. However, when proper
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protocol standardization is applied, the quantity and intensity of Power Doppler signals have
been proven to correlate with true blood flow, in both in vitro and in vivo experiments [14],
[15]. The value of both 2D and 3D PDUS, as a diagnostic and monitoring tool, has been
shown in studies on musculoskeletal diseases [16], on fetal and placental perfusion [17],
breast tumor vasculature [18], and dermatologic conditions [19]. PDUS has also been used to
assess muscle blood flow and volume before and after exercise, showing a significant increase
of PDUS signal after exercise [20]–[22]. However, until now, unenhanced PDUS has never
been used to measure blood content dynamics in muscle during whole body exercise with
controlled load protocols.
In this study, we introduce a method to continuously measure and quantify blood content in
the vastus lateralis muscle with 2D PDUS during whole body exercise. To determine its
clinical feasibility, the test-retest reliability of this method in the assessment of blood content
dynamics in the vastus lateralis muscle, before, during, and after whole body exercise, is
investigated. This is done in a volunteer study during submaximal and maximal cycling
exercise.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
SUBJECTS
A total of 34 healthy subjects were recruited in this study, which was approved by the local
Research Ethics Committee of Máxima Medical Centre, Veldhoven, The Netherlands.
Informed consent was obtained from all individual participants included in the study. Subjects
were eligible when aged between 18-50 years. This window of age was chosen because
subjects from this age were considered to perform the exercise test with an intensity level that
ensures substantial signal changes in Power Doppler measurements. Subjects that are limited
to perform a maximal exercise test because of orthopedic, neurological, cardiovascular, or
pulmonary pathology were excluded. Furthermore, subjects were excluded when risk
indicators to adverse events were found during the baseline assessment.
BASELINE ASSESSMENT
Every subject was subjected to a baseline assessment to check for possible risk factors and to
determine the protocol for the experiment. The baseline assessment included a physical
examination, the Lausanne questionnaire (to be able to exclude subjects with possible cardiac
disease), a resting electrocardiogram (ECG), pulmonary function test and a maximal
cardiopulmonary exercise test (CPET). From the CPET, the anaerobic threshold (AT) and
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maximal power were determined in order to design the load protocol for the cycling exercises
during the experiments.
EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL
The subjects performed a submaximal and maximal exercise test on two days with at least 48
hours rest between the two days, at the same time of the day. Between the submaximal and
maximal test there was a 30-minute resting period. Subjects were instructed not to eat less
than two hours before the test, avoid drinking coffee on the day of the test, and not to perform
strenuous exercise less than 24 hours before the test. The tests were conducted on a stationary
bike (Lode Corrival, Lode BV, Groningen, The Netherlands) in an upright-seated position.
Saddle height was adjusted to subject’s preference and kept equal between both days. PDUS
measurements on the vastus lateralis muscle of the left leg were conducted continually during
the tests. Both the submaximal and maximal exercise test started with a 3 minute resting
period and ended with a 5 minute recovery period on the bike with the left pedal resting on a
removable stand (Figure 4.1). The exercise was interrupted, after each minute, by a “leg-hold
period” of 10 seconds . In these periods, the subjects rested their left foot on the stand to
obtain images without movement distortion. The leg-hold period duration was chosen to
ensure a sufficient amount of usable frames without movement distortion of the PDUS
images, but still minimize the effect on exercise performance.

Figure 4.1. Fixation of the ultrasound probe onto the vastus lateralis muscle with a probe holder and
supportive stocking (a). A sliding stand connected to the ergometer allows for repeatable and relaxed
leg positioning during resting periods, without hampering pedal rotation during cycling exercise (b).
Cross-sectional Power Doppler (PD) ultrasound images of the muscle show the increase of PD signal
from pre-exercise rest (c) to directly after exercise (d)
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Figure 4.2. Load protocols during submaximal (a) and maximal exercise (b).

During cycling, subjects were instructed to keep a pedaling rate of 80 revolutions per minute.
The load of the submaximal exercise test was set at 80% of the AT and lasted for 6 minutes
(including the 10 seconds leg-hold periods every minute).
The maximal exercise test consisted of 12 incremental steps of one minute to the maximal
load reached in the CPET executed in the baseline assessment. Again, the subjects were asked
to rest their left pedal on the stand at the end of every minute for 10 seconds. Figure 4.2
shows the load protocols of both the submaximal and maximal exercise.
POWER DOPPLER ULTRASOUND MEASUREMENTS
Before the start of the exercise protocol the ultrasound probe was mounted on the upper left
leg, halfway between the lateral epicondyle of the femur and the greater trochanter. A custom
made probe holder (Probefix Dynamic, USONO, the Netherlands) was placed on the specific
location and subsequently the echo probe was fixed in the probe holder. To ensure fixation
even further, the echo probe holder was kept in place using additional tape and a compression
stocking (Figure 4.1). This fixation ensured that the ultrasound field of view was kept
constant during the measurement. Ultrasound gel was applied between the transducer and the
skin, to ensure proper conduction of ultrasound signals.
Ultrasound imaging was performed with a MyLab 70 US system, equipped with a LA523
linear array transducer, with a center frequency of 7.5 MHz (ESAOTE Europe, Maastricht,
the Netherlands). Transverse PDUS images of the vastus lateralis muscle were obtained at a
frame rate of 20 Hz, using a carrier frequency of 6.3 MHz. Doppler data were acquired at a
pulse repetition frequency of 500 Hz. The region of interest (ROI) of the PDUS measurement
was adapted manually to include the largest possible transversal area of the muscle. Other
system settings, including gain and wall filtering, were kept constant over all measurements.
Data were stored in the AVI-format and transferred to an external PC for processing.
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DATA ANALYSIS
All image analysis was performed in MATLAB® (MATLAB® 2014b, MathWorks, Natick,
MA, USA). PDUS data were extracted by separating the color data from the grey value data.
Filtering was performed using a 3-by-3-by-20 (width by depth by frame (all in
pixels/samples)) moving average filter to remove PDUS noise. Attenuation of the PDUS
signal was corrected for increasing depth, using an average grey value intensity decay
function obtained in in the B-mode ultrasound image.
Next, the numbers of PDUS pixels in the ROI were counted per image frame, and divided by
the total amount of pixels per ROI, to obtain the relative perfused area (RPA), expressed as a
percentage. From each leg-hold period, the mean RPA was calculated. To minimize influence
of motion in the previous and subsequent exercise step, the first and last two seconds of each
leg-hold period were excluded from the analysis.
Maximal exercise parameters
From the PDUS signal increase during the maximal exercise protocol, two parameters were
identified. The maximum value of RPA was determined (MaxRPA_max, Figure 4.3b), as a
measure of the maximum perfusion in the muscle. By subtracting the mean rest RPA from
this value, also the relative maximum increase MaxRPA_max_rel was calculated. Furthermore, the
slope of the signal increase was calculated (Maxslope), by fitting a linear function to the mean
values of the leg-hold periods. The goodness of the linear fit (R2) was also investigated to
determine the linearity of the signal behaviour.
Submaximal exercise parameters
From the data in the submaximal test, the perfusion response to exercise onset was analysed,
which is the mean RPA value after the first exercise step (Submaxonset_abs, Figure 4.3a). By
subtracting the mean rest RPA from this value, also the relative onset Submaxonset_rel was
calculated. To quantify the perfusion behaviour over the exercise duration, the slope of the
RPA over the 6 leg-hold periods was determined (Submaxslope), by fitting again a linear
function. As in the maximal test, the goodness of the linear fit (R2) was investigated to
determine the linearity of the signal behaviour.
Recovery parameters
For both the submaximal and maximal exercise test, the recovery of the PDUS signal after the
last exercise step was analyzed. The signal overshoot (Maxovershoot and Submaxovershoot, see
Figure 4.3c), was defined as the absolute difference between the maximal RPA during
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recovery and the amplitude directly after the last exercise step. Time constants τ of the signal
recovery were determined for both tests (Maxtau and Submaxtau) by fitting the RPA curves to a
mono-exponential model:
𝑡𝑡

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅80 ∙ 𝑒𝑒 −𝜏𝜏 (1)

Fitting is applied on the data from the point where RPA reduced to 80% of the maximum
value during recovery (RPA80). The mean response time (MRT) was calculated, using the
time to reach RPA80 after the last exercise and the time constant τ: MRT = RPA80 + τ, for both
submaximal and maximal exercise.
Statistical analysis
Data were analyzed using SPSS software (SPSS Inc, version 22.0, Chicago, IL, USA) and
presented as mean value and standard deviation (SD). Normality of the data was assessed
using the Shapiro-Wilk test. The presence of heteroscedasticity in the data, i.e., a positive
relation between the absolute differences and the mean of day 1 and 2, was inspected using
Bland-Altman plots. A paired Student’s t-test, or the Wilcoxon signed rank test in case of
non-normal data, was applied to further determine the presence of systemic bias in the data
between the two measurement days, where a P-value < 0.05 was considered to be statistically
significant.
Coefficients of variation (CV) and limits of agreement were calculated as a measure of
absolute reliability, which indicates the performance of detecting within-subject changes. In
case of heteroscedasticity, limits of agreement were given as the ratio of the measured value
on day 1 and 2, derived from logarithmic transformation [23]. Relative reliability, which
indicates the ability of the method to discriminate between subjects, was determined using the
intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC3,1), with 95% CI.
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RESULTS
Of the 34 subjects that were recruited, two subjects were excluded after the baseline
assessment because of abnormalities of the ECG during the CPET and two subjects quit
without a reason given. Thirty subjects completed the whole protocol, see Table 4.1 for an
overview of their baseline characteristics.
Table 4.1. Basic volunteer characteristics.

Variables
Male/Female
Age (Years)
Height (cm)
Weight (kg)
BMI (kg/m2)
VO2 peak (ml/min/kg)
Power peak (W)

Values
24 / 6
32 ± 9.2
180 ± 6.3
72 ± 8.8
23 ± 2.2
44 ± 7.1
320 ± 73

Table 4.2. Absolute values and measures of reliability of the relative perfused area (RPA)
Exercise
N Mean day 1 Mean day 2 Bias
± ICC (95% CV
(SD)
(SD)
random error, CI)
(%)
ratio scale
26 17 (7.0)
16 (7.0)
1.2 ± 13
0.6 (0.31 - 0.81)
25
MaxRPA max (%)
26
15
(7.0)
15
(8.0)
0.8
±
14
0.5
(0.23
0.73)
33
MaxRPA_max_rel
a
0.9 (0.4)
0.2 ± 0.8
0.4 (0.09 - 0.70)
32
Maxslope (%/min) 26 1.0 (0.4)
2
26 0.6 (0.3)
0.7 (0.2)
-0.1 ± 0.5
0.5 (0.12 - 0.72)
30
Maxslope_R
28
12
(5.5)
11
(6.3)
0.2
±
7.4,
0.8
(0.62
0.90)
18
Submaxonset_abs
1.05 ×/÷ 2.27
(%)
28 10 (5.6)
10 (5.9)
-0.2 ± 8.0,
0.8 (0.53 - 0.88)
25
Submaxonset_rel
0.97 ×/÷ 2.67
(%)
28 -2.5 (5.8)
-1.6 (4,7)
-0.9 ± 13
0.3 (-0.12 - 0.57)
-b
Submaxslope
28 0.5 (0.3)
0.3 (0.3)
0.1 ± 0.6,
0.3 (0.00 - 0.61)
60
Submaxslope_R2
a
Recovery
Maxtau (s)
Maxovershoot (%)
MaxMRT (s)
Submaxtau (s)
Submaxovershoot
(%)
SubmaxMRT (s)
a
b
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2.01 ×/÷ 21.2

24

76 (44)

125 (108)

-49 ± 173

0.4 (0.00 - 0.66)

32

24

4.4 (6.4)

5.0 (4.9)

-0.6 ± 10

0.6 (0.25 - 0.80)

42

24

135 (65)

183 (95)

0.3 (-0.07 - 0.59)

30

28

36 (18)

64 (55)

0.2 (-0.14 - 0.47)

44

28

2.9 (3.4)

3.2 (4.5)

-49 ± 186,
0.73 ×/÷ 2.60 a
-28 ± 104 a

0.7 (0.46 - 0.85)

49

28

59 (27)

64 (44)

-5.4 ± 76,
0.97 ×/÷ 2.85

0.4 (0.09 - 0.70)

25

-0.2 ± 6.0,
0.89 ×/÷ 5.67 a

Significant bias (p<0.05)
Parameter values are both positive and negative: calculation of CV is not meaningful.
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Figure 4.3. Typical relative perfused area (RPA) curves from a submaximal (a) and a maximal
exercise experiment (b), showing the signal saturation during movement, and the signal of interest
during resting periods and recovery. Example of a recovery period is visualized in (c), showing an
overshoot and exponential decay. Arrows indicate the parameters that are obtained from these curves.

Figure 4.3 shows the typical RPA curves as they are obtained during either submaximal and
maximal exercise. The motion distortion, leading to ROI saturation during exercise, is
represented by the high peaks. The signal of interest is the RPA during rest periods, leg-hold
periods and recovery (triangular and circular markers, Figure 4.3). Table 4.2 shows the
absolute values, limits of agreement, ICC, and CV for all RPA parameters during exercise and
recovery.
MAXIMAL EXERCISE
Due to insufficient image quality after probe-skin disconnection during the exercise, the
datasets of four volunteers were excluded from the analysis. Figure 4.4 shows two examples
of the increase of RPA over the 12 exercise steps. Resting period 0 indicates the 3-minute
resting period prior to the exercise. Compared to baseline, the mean RPA increased during
exercise in all measurements, following a linear (N=24), parabolic (N=24) or an irregular
shape (N=4) over the exercise steps, see Figure 4.4. These shapes, determined by visual
inspection, are consistent over two measurement days in 18 out of the 26 volunteers. In 42 out
of 52 included measurements, the maximum RPA was reached before the last exercise step,
followed by a decrease in the last steps (27.6 % on average, with a standard deviation of 17.6
percentage points). In the other cases, the maximum value was reached at the last exercise
step. On average in all measurements, the maximum was reached after exercise step 9, with a
standard deviation of 2.1 steps. A significant systemic bias in Maxslope was found between day
1 and 2 (Table 4.2). The maximum achieved RPA during exercise, MaxRPA_max, shows best
absolute and relative reliability (CV = 25% and ICC = 0.6). The MaxRPA_max_rel is on average
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2.0 percentage points lower than MaxRPA_max, with a slightly lower reliability (CV = 32% and
ICC = 0.5).

Figure 4.4. Examples of signal increase measured during resting periods in the maximal exercise
test, showing two different increase patterns: linear (a) vs parabolic (b). Both patterns show a
decrease in the last exercise steps. The patterns are consistent in both days, normalization of
curves on the maximum RPA value is applied for visualization purpose.

Figure 4.5. Example of signal increase measured during resting periods in submaximal test, typically
showing a slight decrease after the initial relative perfused area (RPA) increase. Normalization of curves
on the maximum RPA value is applied for visualization purpose.

SUBMAXIMAL EXERCISE
Datasets of two volunteers were excluded because of poor B-mode image quality. Figure 4.5
shows two examples of the mean RPA during the submaximal exercise in two volunteers. The
mean RPA increased in all measurements after the first exercise step, followed by a slight
decrease over the next steps in 38 out of the 56 included measurements. On average, the mean
RPA drops slightly between step 1 and 6 with 11.2% on day 1 and 9.4% on day 2.
Heteroscedasticity was found in Submaxonset_abs, Submaxonset_rel, Submax_slope and the
goodness of the linear fit R2. The calculation of the CV of Submaxslope (114%) is not
appropriate because of both positive and negative values in the data. The onset of RPA after
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the first exercise step, Submaxonset_abs and Submaxonset_rel, shows best reliability: ICC = 0.8 and
a CV of 18 and 25 % respectively.
RECOVERY
Four different RPA recovery patterns were observed after the maximal exercise test (Figure
4.6): RPA overshoot followed by an exponential decay (N = 19), direct exponential decay (N
= 23), no decay (N = 4), and interruption of decay by significant motion artefacts (N = 6).
Motion artefacts were confirmed by retrospective inspection of the PDUS acquisitions. The
observed patterns were consistent over both measurement days in 23 of the 26 included
datasets, surprisingly also for all three cases of decay with movement artefacts. The datasets
of two volunteers that showed no signal recovery, consistently in both measurement days,
were excluded from the assessment of recovery kinetic parameters.
After submaximal exercise, RPA decay after overshoot (N = 39) and direct decay (N = 17)
was observed (Figure 4.7), consistent over two measurement days in 21 out of the 28 included
datasets. Heteroscedasticity was found in MaxMRT, Submaxovershoot and SubmaxMRT, while
significant systemic bias was found in MaxMRT, Submaxtau and Submaxovershoot. The
assumption of normality was only confirmed for Maxovershoot.

Low

absolute

reliability

was measured in all parameters (CV > 25%), while an acceptable ICC was found for
Submaxovershoot only (ICC = 0.7).

Figure 4.6. Four examples of relative perfused area (RPA) behaviour after maximal exercise.
Normalization of curves on the maximum RPA value is applied for visualization purpose. a) Overshoot,
followed by exponential signal decay; b) Exponential decay, no overshoot; c) No decrease, even slight
increase; d) Signal decrease interrupted by movement artefact. Signal behaviour is consistent in both
measurement days.
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Figure 4.7. Two examples of relative perfused area (RPA) behaviour after submaximal exercise. a)
Exponential decay, no overshoot; b) Overshoot, followed by exponential signal decay. Signal behaviour
is consistent in both measurement days, normalization of curves on the maximum RPA value is
applied for visualization purpose.

DISCUSSION
In this study, the absolute and relative reliability of muscle perfusion measurement with
PDUS was investigated, for the first time in whole body exercise. The kinetics of the muscle
blood flow during submaximal and maximal cycling exercise were derived from the changes
in the relative perfused area in the muscle ROI, continuously imaged with PDUS. In both suband maximal exercise tests, the increase and recovery of muscle perfusion was assessed. The
principal findings of this study are 1) good absolute and relative reliability of the initial RPA
increase during submaximal testing, 2) an acceptable relative reliability of the maximum RPA
value during maximal exercise, and 3) an acceptable relative reliability of RPA overshoot
after exercise in both- submaximal and maximal exercise.
QUALITATIVE AND QUANTITATIVE RPA FINDINGS
An increase of perfusion in the vastus lateralis muscle in response to exercise was measured
in all volunteers. This correlates with the findings in volunteer studies of both Newman et al.
[20] and Kerschan-Schindl et al. [22], who measured a fractional moving blood volume
increase with PDUS in the biceps muscle after curl exercise, and in the gastrocnemius and
quadriceps muscle after vibration exercise, respectively. Comparisons of quantitative values is
difficult because of the difference in exercise protocol, measurement location and signal
quantification. A main advantage of this study is the intermediate assessment of perfusion
during the exercise protocol. Dori et al. [21] measured the increase of intramuscular blood
flow in the forearm flexors and tibialis anterior muscles after repeated measurements with
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increasing load. Comparable with our study, they quantified the perfusion as the percentage of
coloured Doppler area and measured an increase from 2% at baseline to 7%, at both
measurement sites. In our study, we measured a higher percentage of perfused area, up to
12% in the submaximal and 17% in the maximal exercise test. Besides the difference in
equipment and machine settings, the higher increase of perfusion could also follow from the
different muscle type and inherent vascularization differences, and furthermore the higher
load duration that is applied in this study.
In the submaximal exercise, a small decrease of RPA was observed on average, after the
initial RPA increase in the first leg-hold period. A steady state of perfusion was expected
since the exercise intensity remains the same. A possible explanation for the overall decrease
is that the optimization of intramuscular blood distribution and metabolism is established only
after a certain amount of exercise [6]. This optimization would lead to a slightly lower oxygen
demand and therefore a lower blood flow compared to the initial RPA onset. Exact
mechanisms of oxygen delivery and metabolism matching are however not clarified.
Although this study was not designed for this purpose, it is interesting to compare the
obtained RPA patterns to studies that employ other techniques than PDUS for either local or
global leg blood flow measurement during exercise. E.g., during intermittent isotonic
submaximal calf exercise, Green et al. measured the blood flow in the popliteal artery with
Pulsed Wave Doppler, and leg blood flow with venous occlusion plethysmography [24]. With
both non-invasive modalities, they also observed a relatively steady state after 1 minute of
exercise, while blood flow variability seems to increase with exercise intensity. No blood
flow decrease on average was observed, but the exercise duration was significantly shorter
than in our study (2 versus 6 minutes).
In progressive exercise, we found RPA increase following either a linear, parabolic or more
irregular pattern, with in many cases a small decrease of RPA in the last exercise steps. Calbet
et al. measured leg blood flow in the femoral vein invasively, during cycling exercise to
exhaustion, using continuous infusion thermodilution [25]. They found a parabolic increase of
leg blood flow in relation to exercise intensity, but did not find a decrease of blood flow in the
lasts moments of exercise. Derived from near-infrared spectroscopy deoxygenation
measurements during similar incremental intensity cycling exercise, Murias et al. described
the blood flow response profile in the vastus lateralis muscle as an inverted sigmoid curve,
indicating nonlinear responses of blood flow in muscle microvasculature relative to exercise
intensity [26].
In recovery, we found, besides motion distorted patterns, exponential RPA decay whether or
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not preceded by a RPA overshoot. Furthermore, cases of no decay were observed. Femoral
venous blood flow during recovery from submaximal knee extension exercise was measured
in heart failure patients by Thomson et al., using complex-difference magnetic resonance
imaging [27]. They also observed either direct or overshoot-preceded exponential decay, and
were actually able to discriminate between patient groups based on these patterns. While the
observed patterns apparently might provide diagnostic information, they are of course
dependent on exercise protocol and measurement site, which makes comparison between
modalities challenging.
ABSOLUTE AND RELATIVE RELIABILITY
Absolute reliability is expressed by limits of agreement and coefficients of variation. During
exercise, CV varied from 18 to 60%. Relative reliability of RPA amplitude and kinetics
parameters during exercise was expressed in terms of ICC, ranging from 0.3 to 0.8. In the
recovery parameters, the CV varies from 25 to 49%, with an ICC between 0.2 and 0.7. The
apparent similarity of the different signal patterns between two measurement days, in both
exercise and recovery, are not reflected by these quantitative measures of reliability.
Modelling of the RPA dynamics in relation to true muscle blood flow is beyond the scope of
this study, but a more sophisticated characterization of these patterns, instead of global slope
determination, would likely improve the assessment of their reliability.
Previously mentioned papers on perfusion studies in exercise using PDUS do not provide
measures of test-retest reliability. However, in the field of invasive, contrast-enhanced
ultrasound (CEUS), which also assesses the microcirculation, several studies do address
reliability in measurements of skeletal muscle perfusion and allow for comparison. These
studies show in general the same picture: acceptable to poor reliability and only few
parameters with promising relative reliability. Krix et al. [28] examined perfusion parameters
of the right biceps muscle at rest and after exercise in 10 healthy volunteers on two different
days, using contrast enhanced PDUS. They reported good reproducibility of measured blood
volume and blood velocity after exercise (Pearson’s r = 0.8), but observed high intraindividual variability at low perfusion levels and no correlation between rest values of
different measurement days. No measure of absolute reliability is given, but the provided
mean and standard deviation of the data suggest CV’s ranging from 15-75%. In a later study
[29], the same group measured rest and post-exercise CEUS signal intensity, together with the
signal slope during exercise and recovery in calf muscle throughout isometric exercise, at
different load levels. A CV ranging from 18 to 36% was found for the signal increase and
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decrease slope, and CV’s below 20% for rest and maximum signal values. Relative reliability
was given for the signal value at rest, r = 0.7. Interestingly, on average, a decrease was
observed in CEUS signal intensity during exercise. We observed an RPA increase during
exercise in all measurements. This can be explained by the difference in exercise protocol, i.e.
an isometric vs. an non-isometric exercise in our case, with muscle relaxation during resting
periods.
Later studies showed that post-occlusion hyperaemia protocols might improve the reliability
of the measurement of perfusion related parameters, compared to exercise provocation [30].
Although the signal time-to-peak after occlusion could be used to discriminate between
healthy elderly, healthy young, and peripheral artery disease patients, also these study
protocols (using CEUS) show acceptable to poor absolute reliability with CV ranging from
15-87 % [31].
Absolute reliability can be influenced by day-to-day variations in resting muscle perfusion.
Small variations in probe position between days, despite standardization of probe placement,
can be of influence, given the heterogeneous distribution of skeletal muscle perfusion [32].
Care was taken to exclude the influence of external factors on muscle perfusion. For the
clinical perspective, (large) patient studies and means of further standardization need to be
investigated. Moreover, the use of 3-D PDUS would most likely improve reliability, since one
can select the same imaging plane (or 3-D slab) from the volume dataset. However, the use of
3-D requires dedicated, costly US systems and implies a reduction in temporal resolution.
LIMITATIONS OF THE RPA MEASURE
The current fixed PRF and wall filter settings during acquisition reduce variations, but also
limit the range of detectable blood velocities. Implementation of e.g., dynamic PRF settings
during measurements could improve the detection of perfusion changes, particularly in the
smallest vessels with low blood velocity. Furthermore, the RPA does not measure changes in
blood flow speed. Relative changes in flow speed can be obtained from the (mean) PDUS
signal intensity [15], whether or not in combination with a measure of vascularization [14].
The relationship of signal intensity and flow speed is, in addition to signal attenuation, also
dependent on system-specific, high-pass filtering of the Doppler frequency spectrum which,
in the case of clinical ultrasound scanners, is usually not specified. We therefore left this
parameter out of the analysis. This, however, probably leads to an underestimation of the true
muscle blood flow dynamics, since blood flow is comprised of both vascularity and flow
speed. So despite possible improvements and its attractive non-invasive character, the
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presented method of RPA measurement remains a relative measure of perfusion. It is
therefore also necessary to further investigate the relation between RPA and true leg muscle
blood perfusion or blood flow.
APPLICABILITY OF RPA MEASUREMENTS
Whether the obtained reliability is sufficient for clinical purposes, will depend on the
envisioned application. From the current study, the measurement of the RPA onset after
submaximal exercise clearly showed the best performance on reliability (ICC 0.8, CV=18%),
potentially sufficient to discriminate within and between subjects. The load of the
submaximal exercise, at 80% of the AT, reflects typically everyday life activity and is feasible
for repeated clinical tests. The RPA onset, which reflects the initial response of the muscle
perfusion to an increasing oxygen demand, could provide insight in the limited exercise
tolerance of e.g., heart failure patients [6]. The non-invasive character of PDUS, and the
proven feasibility of the described method to assess perfusion kinetics during exercise, make
application promising in these patient groups. Future research will focus on the detection of
possible limitations of muscle perfusion adaptation in heart failure patients by measuring the
Submaxonset and on the more fundamental question to what extent the measured RPA changes
relates to true muscle blood flow.

CONCLUSION
In this study, a method is demonstrated which allows for continuous ultrasonography of
skeletal muscle during whole body exercise. Using PDUS, the RPA of the vastus lateralis
muscle is determined during standardized submaximal and maximal cycling protocols, as a
relative measure of perfusion. RPA amplitudes and kinetics during exercise and recovery are
determined in a volunteer study, and investigation of reliability showed poor to good relative
reliability (ICC range: 0.2 - 0.8), and poor to moderate absolute reliability (CV range: 18 60%). The reliability of the initial RPA increase in submaximal cycling (ICC = 0.8, CV =
18%) is promising for non-invasive clinical assessment of the muscle perfusion response to
daily exercise.
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ABSTRACT
Leg muscle blood flow (LMBF) plays a major role in exercise performance. Patients with
diminished LMBF suffer from fatigue, dyspnoea and/or exercise related leg pain. Assessment
of LMBF during exercise would provide valuable information on the cause of exercise
intolerance in various patient groups. Currently there are no methods available that are able to
accurately assess exercise induced changes in LMBF during whole body exercise noninvasively. The purpose of this study was to investigate whether the relative perfused area
(RPA) of skeletal muscles assessed by Power Doppler ultrasound (PDUS) could predict
changes of LMBF.
The validity of PDUS to assess LMBF in the vastus lateralis muscle was investigated during
recovery from increasing leg extension exercise intensities (LEE) in 19 healthy volunteers.
Each subject performed 4 to 5 stages of LEE with 1-min recovery periods. Probe fixation on
the upper leg with a probe holder allowed continuous PDUS measurement in the vastus
lateralis muscle. RPA was defined as a measure of muscle perfusion. Simultaneously, Pulsed
Wave Doppler (PWD) was used to measure the blood flow (BF) towards the vastus lateralis
muscle. The correlation between BF and RPA was investigated and the predictive value of the
RPA with respect to exercise-induced BF changes was assessed with linear regression
analysis.
We observed high significant linear correlations between RPA and BF in all subjects
(Rspearman: 0.79 ± 0.09. range: 0.61 to 0.93). Linear regression analyses between RPA and BF
revealed a mean slope of 0.4 (± 0.4) and mean offset of 1.6 (± 2) (BF (ml/s = 0.4 . RPA +
1.6). The standard error of the regression slope (S) was 1.2 ml/s, with a 95%-prediction
interval of 4.7 ml/s.
This study shows a high correlation between exercise-induced changes of RPA and BF.
Linear regression analysis at an individual level showed acceptable S values and 95%prediction intervals. This implies that RPA is a valid measure to predict changes in LMBF.
PDUS can therefore be used to accurately assess intra-individual changes in LMBF in a
longitudinal research set-up. The high standard deviation of the slope and offset in the linear
regression analysis, however, shows the limitation of PDUS to predict absolute values of
LMBF in individuals.
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ABBREVIATIONS

Acsa

Cross sectional area (cm2)

BF

Blood Flow (ml/s)

BFpeak

Peak Blood Flow (ml/s)

BFrest

Rest Blood Flow (ml/s)

BFS

Blood Flow Speed (cm/s)

CEUS

Contrast Enhanced Ultrasound

CV

Coefficient of Variation

Ddia

Diameter during diastole (cm)

Dmean

Mean Diameter (cm)

Dsys

Diameter during systole (cm)

ICC

Intra-class correlation coefficient

LEE

Leg Extension Exercise

LMBF

Leg Muscle Blood Flow

MRI

Magnetic Resonance Imaging

NIRS

Near-Infrared Spectroscopy

PDUS

Power Doppler Ultrasound

PRF

Pulse Repetition Frequency (s-1)

PWD

Pulsed Wave Doppler

ROI

Region Of Interest

RPA

Relative Perfused Area (%)

RPApeak

Peak value of the Relative Perfused Area (%)

RPArest

Rest value of the Relative Perfused Area (%)

S

Standard Error (mL/s)
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INTRODUCTION
The ability to increase leg muscle blood flow (LMBF) during exercise, reflecting the rate of
oxygen delivery, is a major determinant of exercise performance. Patients with diminished
LMBF suffer from fatigue, dyspnoea and/or exercise related leg pain. Several diseases are
characterized not only by reduced oxygen delivery but also by reduced oxygen utilization
(e.g. chronic heart failure, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease) [1]–[3]. In these patients,
differentiating between oxygen delivery and utilization as a limiting factor for exercise
performance is essential to optimize treatment. Therefore, measuring LMBF during whole
body exercise would provide valuable, clinically relevant information in various patient
groups.
Current techniques for direct assessment of LMBF are either invasive (thermodilution [1]) or
unfeasible to perform during whole body exercise (pulsed wave Doppler (PWD) [4]–[6]).
There are also several indirect techniques to estimate changes in LMBF. One frequently used
indirect technique is plethysmography, that can measure changes in total blood volume in a
limb [7], [8]. In two studies LMBF measured with PWD was compared with venous occlusive
plethysmography of the calf during submaximal plantar-flexion exercise, showing high
correlation was found between both techniques. Moreover, Murphy et al. also found similar
recovery kinetics in both techniques [7]. A major disadvantage of this technique is that it can’t
be used during whole body exercise and, furthermore, it is not tissue specific, since the
volume change of the whole limb is measured. Another indirect technique to assess LMBF is
MRI-based arterial spin labelling that can measure perfusion in excellent spatial en temporal
resolution [9], [10]. In the study by Raynaud et al. (2001) arterial spin labelling was compared
with venous occlusion plethysmography with again high correlation [11]. However, due to the
fact that MRI is sensitive for minor movements it is not suitable for whole body exercise.
Another technique that could measure a derivative of skeletal muscle perfusion is contrastenhanced ultrasound (CEUS) with the use of ultrasound and microbubbles. In study of Krix et
al. (2005) the perfusion of the skeletal muscle measured with CEUS was compared with
plethysmography and showed high correlation [12]. A disadvantage is the need for a contrast
agent and thereby making it invasive and difficult to become accepted for use in daily clinical
practice.
Power Doppler ultrasound (PDUS) is known for its ability to detect and visualize perfusion in
a certain region [13]–[17]. As such, PDUS can sensitively detect flowing blood in tissue - like
skeletal muscle - and can therefore serve as a proxy measure for skeletal muscle blood
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perfusion [18]–[21]. Furthermore it can be used to assess perfusion after whole body exercise
and is not limited to mono-articular movements like many other techniques, providing the
opportunity to qualitatively assess changes in blood perfusion during exercise that is
indicative of normal daily activities, as shown by Heres et al. (2018) [22]. Finally, PDUS is
non-invasive and therefore easier to use than its invasive counterpart, CEUS [23]. To what
extent PDUS could be used as a tool to assess LMBF is not investigated yet. If changes in
PDUS are similar to changes in LMBF than PDUS could be used as a technique to assess
LMBF during whole body exercise.
The aim of this study is to investigate the relation between exercise-induced changes in the
relative perfused area (RPA) – measured with PDUS - with changes in arterial blood flow
(BF) in the supplying artery of the same muscle. We hypothesize that changes in BF towards
the muscle (measured with PWD) is directly proportional to the changes in RPA.

METHODS
SUBJECTS
Nineteen healthy subjects were recruited. Subjects were eligible when aged between 18-50
years and able to perform a maximum leg-extension exercise (LEE). This window of age was
chosen because subjects from this age were considered to achieve a workload that is sufficient
to ensure substantial signal changes in Power Doppler measurements. Exclusion criteria were
any limitation to perform LEE because of orthopedic, neurological, cardiovascular or
pulmonary pathologies. All subjects gave their written, informed consent. This study was
approved by the local Research Ethics Committee of the Máxima Medical Centre, Veldhoven,
the Netherlands. The basic characteristics of the 18 subjects are shown in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Basic characteristics volunteer population
Variables

Values (± SD)

Male/Female

14/4

Age (Years)

33 (± 9.4)

Height (cm)

177 (± 6.9)

Weight (kg)

73.2 (± 9.4)

BMI (kg/m2)

23 (± 2)
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EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL
Subjects were instructed not to eat less than two hours before the test, not to drink coffee on
the day of the test, and not to perform strenuous exercise less than 24 hours for the test. The
tests were conducted on a bench that was fixed to a leg-extension apparatus (Matrix Fitness
BLX, Houten, the Netherlands). Subjects lay on their back on the bench, with their knees at
the end and with the lower legs against the pad of the leg-extension apparatus (Figure 5.1).
Bench height was adjusted to make sure that the knees were parallel to the pivot point of the
leg-extension apparatus. PDUS measurements on the vastus lateralis muscle of the left leg
were conducted continuously during the test. PWD measurement on the supplying artery was
conducted before the start and during the recovery periods (Figure 5.1).
The maximum load, or ‘one repetition max’ (1RM), was determined before the LEE. Subjects
performed 5 incremental LEE with the left leg and 15 repetitions per incremental step (or the
maximum they could reach when 15 repetitions was not achievable). Subjects were instructed
to keep the pace of a metronome that was set at 60 beats per minute.

Figure 5.1. Simultaneous measurement with manual Pulsed Wave Doppler and fixated Power
Doppler ultrasound during leg extension exercise.
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Figure 5.2. Protocol of the LEE with different loads and recovery periods (1 RM: one repetition
maximum). Loads indicated with grey color are not expressed as percentage of 1RM.

The exercise protocol consisted of LEE with fixed loads: LEE without any resistance (1st LEE
– leg swing), only the pad of the leg-extension apparatus (2nd LEE – pad) and subsequent
fixed workloads at 30%. 60% and 90% (3rd. 4th and 5th LEE) of the one repetition maximum
(Figure 5.2). The LEE stages lasted 30 seconds with a one-minute recovery in between
workload increments and a 5-minute recovery period after the last LEE stage.
POWER DOPPLER ULTRASOUND
Before the start of the exercise protocol the ultrasound transducer was mounted on the upper
left leg. First the location was determined at half the distance between the lateral epicondyle
of the femur and the greater trochanter. A probe holder (Probefix, USONO, the Netherlands)
was placed on this location, and, subsequently, the echo probe was fixed in the probe holder.
This fixation ensured that the ultrasound field of view was kept constant during the
measurement. US gel was placed between the transducer and the skin, to ensure proper
conduction of ultrasound signals. Ultrasound imaging was performed with a MyLab 70 US
scanner, equipped with LA 532 linear array transducer (Esaote Europe, Maastricht, The
Netherlands), with a center frequency of 7.5 MHz. Transverse PDUS images of the vastus
lateralis muscle were obtained with a pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of 500 Hz and a carrier
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frequency of 6.3 MHz, at a frame rate of 20 Hz. The PDUS region of interest (ROI) was
adapted manually to include the largest possible transversal area of the vastus lateralis
muscle. Other system settings, including gain and wall filtering, were kept constant over all
measurements.
Data were stored in AVI-format and transferred to an external PC for processing using
MATLAB® (MATLAB® 2014b, MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). PDUS data were extracted
from the dataset using RGB-color value selection and stored in a 3-D binary matrix, see also
Heres et al (2018). Noise filtering is performed on this dataset with 3-by-3-by-20 (width
(pixel) - depth (pixel) – frame(#)) averaging filter. To overcome the influence of attenuation
on PDUS signal quantity, a depth-dependent correction on the quantity of PDUS pixels is
applied, based on the average grey value intensity decay in the B-mode ultrasound image. The
numbers of PD pixels in the ROI were counted for every image and divided by the total
amount of image pixels per ROI to get the relative perfused area expressed as a percentage.
Figure 5.3 gives an example PDUS in the vastus lateralis muscle after exercise.

Figure 5.3. Example of a Power Doppler ultrasound (PDUS) image (PDUS in yellow overlay over
grayscale brightness image), showing the cross-section of the vastus lateralis muscle. Relative
perfused area (RPA) is assessed by dividing the amount of Power Doppler pixels by the total
amount of pixels in the region of interest.
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PULSED WAVE DOPPLER
Pulsed wave Doppler analysis was performed with an IU22 scanner in combination with a
L9-3 linear array probe (Philips Ultrasound, Bothell, WA, USA). PRF was set at 2 kHz with a
carrier frequency of 3.5 MHz. A high pass wall filter with a 60 Hz cut-off was used. Before
start of the LEE, the supplying artery to the vastus lateralis muscle was determined for
measuring the BF with PWD. The deep femoral artery was used for BF assessment when the
lateral circumflex femoral artery arose from the deep femoral artery since the diameter is
larger and therefore preferable to assess. The lateral circumflex femoral artery was used when
the lateral circumflex artery arose directly form the common femoral artery, because then the
deep femoral artery will not supply blood to the vastus lateralis muscle. Subsequently the best
location was chosen to assess blood flow according to the operator expertise and following
criteria: not too close to a bifurcation, a longitudinal section of the vessel and an adequate
insonification angle (45-60°). The PWD sample volume was set at one third of the vessel.
Before the start of the LEE, two rest measurements were assessed. Subsequently, PWD was
continuously measured during recovery after every LEE. Data were stored in 5 seconds loops
for offline analysis on an external PC.
Data analysis was also performed in MATLAB®. First, inadequate images were excluded for
further analysis. Images were excluded when PWD signal was not medial in the artery or not
parallel to the artery. For every image set (5 seconds loop) a systole and diastole frame were
selected to measure the diameter of diastole (Ddia) and systole (Dsys ), all in cm. Subsequently,
comparison of Ddia and Dsys was performed in a subset of subjects where the diameter could
be measured most accurately. When there was no significant difference measured between
Ddia and Dsys throughout the complete analysis, the mean diameter (Dmean) for all subjects was
calculated by the mean of 5 representative diameter measurements. When a significant
difference was measured between Ddia and Dsys, determining Dmean was then similar to
Walther et al. 2006: Dmean = (1/3) ⋅ Dsys + (2/3) ⋅ Ddia. Subsequently, the cross-sectional area
of the artery was calculated as: Acsa = π ⋅ (1/2 Dmean)2. The blood flow speed (BFS) in each
acquisition was derived from the weighted average of the Doppler spectrum amplitude.
Finally, the mean BFS over two cardiac cycles was used to determine the BF, calculated as:
BF = Acsa ⋅ BFS (ml/min).
SYNCHRONISATION OF POWER DOPPLER ULTRASOUND AND PULSED WAVE DOPPLER
To compare the BF with RPA, both signals from the different scanners had to be
synchronized. For every adequate acquisition of PWD, the matching PDUS image was
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selected by using the images assessed at the same time according to the timeline of both
scanners. The timelines of both scanners were synchronized before measurement.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Statistical analysis was assessed using SPSS (IBM SPSS statistics. version 22.0. Chicago. IL.
USA). Continuous data were presented as mean with standard deviation (SD) after being
checked for normality. Within-group differences were assessed with a paired-sampled t-test,
where a P-value <0.05 was considered statistically significant. Relations between variables
were assessed using Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) when normality criteria were met and
otherwise with Spearman’s ρ correlation. Predictability of RPA to assess LMBF was
evaluated by linear regression analysis, calculating the standard error of the regression
coefficient (S) and 95% prediction interval (± 1.96 . S).
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RESULTS
All subjects completed the LEE. No adverse events occurred. All measurements from one
subject were excluded because of insufficient quality of the PDUS images, and, in one subject
the recovery period after the LEE stage at 30% of 1RM was excluded due to insufficient
quality. Four subjects were not able to perform the last LEE (90% of 1RM), because it was
too physically demanding.
DIAMETER ASSESSMENT BY PWD
For 7 subjects Dsys and Ddia of the supplying artery were determined to assess whether the
vessel diameter changes significantly during recovery from the acquisition with highest BF
compared with the acquisition during baseline BF (see Table 5.2). There were no significant
changes measured between Dsys and Ddia between any moments of diameter assessment.
Moreover, we observed no significant difference between Dsys during the highest BF and Ddia
during baseline BF. As a consequence, for all diameter assessments, Dmean was determined
using 5 representative diameter acquisitions (independent on the phase in the cardiac cycle) to
calculate Acsa and BF.
RECOVERY MEASUREMENTS OF RPA & BF
Directly after every LEE there was a parallel increase of both RPA and BF in every subject.
Also, during recovery, RPA and BF both decreased in parallel. Figure 5.4a shows an example
of the measurements obtained in one subject. The results are summarized in Table 5.3. The
RPA in the resting phase was 2% ± 2% and BF (BFrest) was 1.2 ml/s ± 1.5 ml/s. The
maximum RPA (RPApeak) was 16% ± 6% and peak BF (BFpeak) was 9.6 ml/s ± 7.1 ml/s.
When BF was assessed using the deep fermoral artery alone, BFrest was 1.7 ml/s ± 1.8 ml/s
and BFpeak was 13.2 ml/s ± 6.7 ml/s. When the lateral circumflex artery was used, BFrest was
0.5 ml/s ± 0.4 ml/s and BFpeak was 3.8 ml/s ± 2.0 ml/s.
Table 5.2: Results diameter comparison
N=7

1st acquisition in recovery

Baseline recovery

Mean

Dsys

0.56 cm (± 0.13)

0.54 cm (± 0.15)

0.56 (± 0.12)

Ddia

0.56 cm (± 0.12)

0.54 cm (± 0.12)

0.55 (± 0.11)
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Figure 5.4: a) Example of recovery signals of the relative perfused area (RPA, open circles)
measured with Power Doppler Ultrasound (PDUS) and Blood Flow (BF, diamonds) as measured
with Pulsed Wave Doppler (PWD) of one subject; b) Correlation and regression analysis with 95%
prediction interval between BF and RPA of the same subject.

Table 5.3: General results relative perfused area (RPA) vs. blood flow (BF)

BF

N

Rest (± SD)

Maximum (± SD)

RPA

18

2 % (± 2)

16 % (± 6)

BF

18

1.2 ml/s (± 1.5)

9.6 ml/s (± 7.1).

DFA*

11

1.7 ml/s (± 1.8)

13.2 ml/s (± 6.7)

LCA**

7

0.5 ml/s (± 0.4)

3.8 ml/s (± 2.0)

* DFA: Deep femoral artery; ** LCA: Lateral circumflex artery

Table 5.4: Correlation and regression analysis of RPA versus BF.
Variables

Mean

Lowest value

Highest value

Slope linear regression (± SD)

0.4 (± 0.4)

0.07

1.6

1.6 (± 2)

-4.8

4.6

Correlation (Rspearman) (± SD)

0.79 (± 0.09)

0.61

0.93

S (95% prediction interval)

1.2 (4.7) ml/s

0.3 (1.1) ml/s

3.9 (15.3) ml/s

(BF = A ⋅ RPA + B)
Offset linear regression (± SD)
(BF = A ⋅ RPA + B)
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COMPARISON RPA WITH BF
Figure 5.4b shows an example of the RPA vs. the BF measurements. For every subject, the
correlation between RPA and BF was calculated. Spearman’s correlation was used in all cases
since the data were not normally distributed. Table 5.4 shows the results of the correlation and
linear regression analyses. The mean correlation (Rspearman) was 0.79 ± 0.09 (P < 0.05), with a
range of 0.61 to 0.93. Regression analysis revealed a mean slope of 0.4 (± 0.4) with a range of
0.07 to 1.6. There was a mean offset of 1.6 (± 2) with a range of -4.8 to 4.6. The standard
error of the regression slope (S) was 1.2 ml/min (range of 0.3 to 3.9), with a 95%-prediction
interval of 4.7 ml/min (range 1.1 to 15.3).

DISCUSSION
This study shows a high correlation between skeletal muscle BF and the RPA assessed by
PDUS at different exercise intensities. Moreover regression analysis revealed acceptable S
values and 95%-prediction intervals. This means that PDUS is a valid technique to predict
changes in LMBF. PDUS therefore has the potential to be used to predict intra-individual
changes in LMBF and could therefore be used to measure effects on LMBF in longitudinal
interventional studies. The high standard deviation of the slope of the regression analysis,
however, illustrates the limitation of PDUS to assess absolute differences in LMBF interindividually and the inability to quantitatively assess LMBF, without the calibration of PDUS
with a technique that could assess absolute values of LMBF.
The use of PDUS has important advantages compared to other techniques that could assess
LMBF. At first it is an easy and non-invasive method to assess LMBF, whereas most other
techniques are invasive (CEUS, thermodilution) or are more complex, expensive and
unsuitable to perform measurements during whole body exercise (MRI). These advantages
give the possibility to perform longitudinal studies and monitoring since the costs are low and
it’s a low burden for patients. Furthermore the use of the probe-holder as a tool to fixate the
echo probe gives the opportunity to measure LMBF during exercise that reflects every day
activities (Heres et al. 2018). Another benefit of PDUS is that it – like MRI - visualizes blood
perfusion. It therefore has the potential to measure intramuscular regionality of blood
perfusion, whereas techniques like NIRS or venous occlusion plethysmography could only
give an indication of total blood perfusion in the region of interest. Furthermore
plethysmography would only give information about the total blood volume in a limb without
discriminating between intermuscular differences.
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To our knowledge this is the first study that compared RPA measured with PDUS as a noninvasive indicator of LMBF after exercise. There are several studies, however, that compare
the invasive alternative CEUS with venous occlusion plethysmography. Krix et al. 2005
showed high correlation (Rpearson = 0.82. P < 0.001) between blood volume assessed with
CEUS and venous occlusion plethysmography of the forearm flexor muscles. They compared
both data before and after exercise. When CEUS was assessed at the calf muscles during
recovery after several exercise intensities the correlation with venous occlusion
plethysmography was somewhat lower (Rpearson = 0.59. P < 0.001) (Krix et al. 2009). The
results of these studies are in concordance with our results, however caution is required since
other techniques and other muscles are used for validation. Furthermore the predictability of
CEUS to assess LMBF was not evaluated in these studies.
Despite the good correlation in individual comparison between RPA and LMBF, there’s a
high inter-individual variation between the slope and offset. Reasons for the high standard
deviation and offset of the regression analysis between LMBF and RPA could be due to four
factors: inherent limitations of PDUS, location of measurement, physiological heterogeneity
between LMBF versus leg muscle blood perfusion, and inaccurate measurements of PWD.
As previously described by Heres et al. [22], PDUS does not provide information on flow
speed, while this is a factor in true blood flow. Therefore, PDUS only partly reflects LMBF.
Finally, dependent on filter settings, the lowest flow speeds of blood are excluded during
PDUS measurements. However the latter could be standardized easily.
The specific location of measurements also could induce variation between LMBF and RPA,
since there is spatial heterogeneity of skeletal muscle blood perfusion [24]. PDUS in this setup only provides a 2-dimensional assessment of the muscle. Three-dimensional PDUS could
decrease the variation, albeit at the cost of a decreased temporal or spatial resolution and an
increase in cost (and thus lower availability in a clinical setting). Furthermore the location of
PWD measurement could have influenced the results despite our efforts to perform
reproducible and identical measurements between subjects. Depending on the anatomy, either
the lateral circumflex artery or the deep femoral artery was chosen for BF assessment. Both
arteries supply blood to the vastus lateralis muscle, but the deep femoral artery also supplies
blood to other (upper) leg muscles, which could affect the RPA-LMBF agreement.
Finally, physiological heterogeneity between BF and skeletal muscle blood perfusion is likely
to be present within the volunteer group. True perfusion of skeletal muscle is not only
determined by BF, which is regulated by the nervous system and humeral factors. Perfusion is
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also depended on local factors as local metabolic demand, muscle fiber type and local
vasodilator regulators to increase matching of oxygen delivery and metabolic demand [25].
The last factor that could have influenced the high inter-individual variation of the relation
between the two modalities is the possibility of inaccurate PWD measurements. Although all
images were evaluated offline and excluded when image quality was inadequate, it is still
possible that there are inaccurate measurements because of fluctuations in insonification angle
or shift in location of measurement, since the PWD acquisitions were performed manually.
CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS
This study shows the potential of PDUS as a tool to assess exercise induced changes of blood
flow to the skeletal muscle. Several diseases are characterized by diminished LMBF. Patients
with peripheral artery disease suffer from diminished LMBF due to arthrosclerosis of the
peripheral arteries. As a consequence patients have complaints of leg pain and exercise
intolerance. PDUS has the potential to assess a large cross-sectional area of the muscle and
compare different regions of the muscle in order to evaluate what part of the muscle is most
affected. Furthermore, measurement of LMBF can be used to assess the effectiveness of
surgery on the peripheral arteries or non-invasive treatments like endurance training. Another
group of patients that suffer from a diminished LMBF are patients with chronic heart failure.
Due to a reduced cardiac output and peripheral vasoconstriction caused by systemic and local
alterations, LMBF is affected [3] leading to exercise intolerance in these patients. Which
component (central or peripheral) is causing the reduced LMBF is key to individualize
treatment [3], [26]. Assessing LMBF could allow treatment evaluation and could be used to
keep track on improvement after several weeks of rehabilitation. Future research must focus
on the clinical applicability of measuring the RPA in patients with reduced LMBF in
comparison with healthy controls.

CONCLUSION
This study shows a high correlation between exercise-induced changes of RPA and BF.
Linear regression analysis showed acceptable S values and 95%-prediction intervals,
indicating that RPA is a valid assessment to predict changes in LMBF. PDUS can therefore
be used to accurately assess intra-individually changes in LMBF in a longitudinal research
set-up. However, the high inter-individual variation in regression slopes illustrates the
limitation of PDUS to predict absolute values of LMBF, without the use of a technique to
calibrate PDUS with LMBF.
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Chapter 6

ABSTRACT
In dynamic musculoskeletal sonography, probe fixation can contribute to field of view (FOV)
consistency, which is necessary for valid analysis of architectural parameters. In a volunteer
study, the achieved FOV consistency in fixated ultrasonography is quantified and compared
with freehand acquisition.
During 5 resting periods in cycling exercise, longitudinal B-mode images of the vastus
lateralis (VL) muscle were acquired on one thigh with a fixated probe, and by two trained
observers on the other thigh. In each acquisition, the structural similarity compared to the first
resting period was determined, using the complex wavelet structural similarity index (CWSSIM). Also, the pennation angle of the VL is measured. Both CW-SSIM and pennation
angle are compared between fixated and freehand acquisition. Furthermore, the compression
of tissue by the probe fixation was measured.
In fixated acquisition, a significant higher structural similarity (p < 0.05) and an improved
repeatability of pennation angle measurement were obtained compared to freehand
acquisition. Probe fixation compresses muscle tissue by 12% on average.
Quantification of the structural similarity showed the increase of FOV consistency in
sonography compared to freehand acquisition. The demonstrated feasibility of long-term
fixated acquisition might be attractive in many medical fields and sports, and for reduction of
work-related ergonomic problems among sonographers.
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INTRODUCTION
In non-invasive diagnostic imaging, ultrasonography is one of the clinical workhorses due to
the combination of real-time acquisition with high spatial and temporal resolution, its nonionizing character, portability, and relatively low cost [1]. Effective imaging of soft tissue
makes ultrasonography a preferable tool in many medical disciplines. For muscle tissue in
particular, the diagnostic possibilities are extensive [2].
The muscle architecture can be obtained from conventional B-mode images. This includes
muscle thickness and cross-sectional area, muscle fiber length, fiber orientation, and
echogenicity. These parameters provide diagnostic information in muscle pathology and
injury. Measurements on muscle thickness can be used to quantify muscle atrophy or
hypertrophy, while deviations in muscle echogenicity can reveal a neurological disorder, or
help discriminate between neurogenic disorders and myopathies [3], [4].
Musculoskeletal function can be assessed with dynamic ultrasound by monitoring the
architectural parameters in gait and movement. Interesting clinical parameters include muscle
shortening velocity, muscle fiber and tendon length in relation to exerted force, and the
pennation angle, i.e., the incidence of the muscle fibers relative to the tendon [5], [6]. Using
ultrasound strain imaging or elastography, the mechanical properties of muscle and tendon
tissue can be quantified, and pathological changes can be detected [7]. This also applies to the
field of echocardiography, where strain measurements during the cardiac cycle provide
information on the mechanical function of the heart muscle [8]. Using Doppler techniques,
whether or not supported by an intravenous contrast agent, muscle blood flow and vascular
abnormalities can be assessed [2], [9], [10].
In many of the aforementioned applications, and especially in dynamic ultrasound, multiple
acquisitions are used to monitor the muscle tissue over time during, e.g., exercise. For valid
analyses, the field of view (FOV) in these acquisitions has to be consistent over the whole
measurement duration. In 2D acquisition, this requires that the ultrasound probe is placed
onto the body at the same position and under the same angle [11], which can be assured by
fixation of the probe onto the body. Several methods have been described to establish this
fixation, ranging from an external framework [12], bandages and ample taping [13], [14], to
probe housing casts with additional strapping [15], [16]. Especially in the case of dynamic
conditions during exercise, firm attachment is required, but this might compress the tissue and
thereby alter muscle behavior and perfusion. Hence, there is a need for firm, patient friendly
and mobile, yet minimal compressive means of ultrasound probe fixation.
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Reproducibility and repeatability studies in dynamic musculoskeletal imaging normally focus
on the architectural information in the acquisition, e.g., pennation angle and fascicle length
[17]–[19]. Variability of measurements on these geometric parameters is in our opinion
ultimately determined by the consistency of the image structures in the FOV. This can be
determined objectively and robustly with methods for image quality assessment that focus on
structural information and similarity [20].
In this paper, we demonstrate in a volunteer study the feasibility of fixated sonography on
skeletal muscle, with a custom made probe holder, during cycling exercise. We investigate the
consistency of the FOV in these ultrasound acquisitions at a fundamental level, by looking at
the structural similarity of successive ultrasound images. Furthermore, the consistency of an
architectural parameter, i.e., the pennation angle in the vastus lateralis muscle, is investigated
in the same acquisitions. To put the potential of fixated acquisition in perspective, these
results are compared with free-hand acquisitions of two experienced sonographers.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
SUBJECTS
A total of 10 healthy subjects, 5 male and 5 female, in the age of 21 to 29 years were recruited
in this study. Subjects were eligible when they were able to perform low intensity cycling
exercise and all gave their informed consent. The research proposal was reviewed by the local
Medical Ethics Committee of the Máxima Medical Centre, Veldhoven, The Netherlands, and
ethical approval was waived.
EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL
Exercise tests were conducted on an ergometer (Lode Corrival, Lode BV, Groningen, The
Netherlands) in an upright-seated position. Both cranks of the bike were positioned at the
same angle on the bracket. This alternative cycling position ensured the same orientation of
the leg muscles at both sides for imaging purposes. Subjects were asked to perform a 5minute cycling exercise with a 100 W load, at 80 revolutions per minute. Each minute of
exercise ended with a resting period of 10 seconds. In this period, the subjects placed their left
pedal on a removable stand that is connected to the ergometer (Figure 6.1b). This assured
stable and identical leg positioning during ultrasound acquisition, for every resting period.
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PROBE FIXATION AND ULTRASOUND ACQUISITION
Ultrasound acquisition was performed with two MyLab 70 scanners (ESAOTE Europe,
Maastricht, the Netherlands), both in combination with a linear array probe (LA523, 7.5 MHz
center frequency). On the two thighs, the imaging position on the vastus lateralis muscle,
halfway between the lateral epicondyle of the femur and the greater trochanter was marked
with tape. One probe was fixated orthogonally at that position on the left thigh during the
complete exercise, using a custom made probe holder (Probefix Dynamic, USONO,
Eindhoven, the Netherlands). The other probe was used for simultaneous freehand acquisition
on the right thigh (Figure 6.1a). This probe was placed orthogonally, again on the marked
position, during every resting period and was removed during cycling.
With both probes, longitudinal B-mode images of the muscle were acquired continuously
during all resting periods, at a frame rate of 56 Hz. The total imaging depth was set at 6 cm,
sufficient to include the vastus lateralis and vastus intermedius muscle, and imaging
parameters were kept constant in all measurements. For investigation of inter-observer
variation, the exercise was repeated by all volunteers, and freehand acquisition was performed
by two trained sonographers with 1 and 5 years of experience respectively.
To investigate the tissue compression by the fixation material, comparison of the tissue
dimensions in acquisitions obtained with and without probe fixation, at the same location, is
necessary. To obtain this information, five volunteers were asked to repeat the cycling
exercise. Only manual acquisitions were performed, by observer 2, now on the left thigh, at
the

same

location

as

the

fixated

acquisition

in

previous

measurements.

Figure 6.1. Measurement setup. One ultrasound probe is fixated onto the left thigh, while the
corresponding position on the right thigh is used for freehand acquisition (a). Removable stand,
connected to the ergometer, for repeatable positioning of the legs during resting periods (b). Example of
a typical longitudinal B-mode ultrasound acquisition, with the ROI around adipose tissue indicated in
red and the ROI around the vastus lateralis and vastus intermedius muscle in green (c).
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DATA ANALYSIS
Data were transferred in AVI-format to an external PC for analysis with MATLAB
(MATLAB 2014b, MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). Figure 6.2 shows the global data analysis
flow chart.
Complex Wavelet Structural Similarity index
The image quality, i.e., the FOV consistency in the ultrasound acquisitions, was assessed by
determining the Complex Wavelet Structural Similarity (CW-SSIM) index between the initial
and successive acquisitions. This method, proposed by Wang et al. [21], is an extension of the
structural similarity (SSIM) index [20], in which similarity between images is derived from
the comparison of the brightness (mean intensities), contrast (variance) and structures
(covariance) in the spatial domain. With this index, the degradation of structural information
can be assessed objectively, while showing strong correlation with human perception of
medical image quality [22], [23]. The CW-SSIM is intended to overcome the relatively high
sensitivity of the SSIM to translation, scaling and rotation of images. It compares two images
based on the coefficients of wavelets, that represent a specific frequency subband of an image
in the complex wavelet domain. The CW-SSIM index is defined as [24]:
𝑆𝑆�𝒄𝒄𝑥𝑥 , 𝒄𝒄𝑦𝑦 � =

∗
2�∑𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖=1 𝑐𝑐𝑥𝑥,𝑖𝑖 𝑐𝑐𝑦𝑦,𝑖𝑖 �
2

𝑁𝑁
∑𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖=1�𝑐𝑐𝑥𝑥,𝑖𝑖 � + ∑𝑖𝑖=1�𝑐𝑐𝑦𝑦,𝑖𝑖 �

2

(1)

Here, cx = {cx,i |i = 1,…,N|} and cy = {cy,i |i = 1,…,N|} are the wavelet coefficients acquired
from an identical spatial position in the same wavelet subband of the two images x and y that
are being compared, and c* is the complex conjugate of c. For the calculation of the CWSSIM index between images, algorithms and MATLAB implementation were derived from
Sampat et al [24], to which the reader is also kindly referred for further background on the
CW-SSIM measure. Considering that structural information is mostly captured by the image
phase, and rigid translation does not change structural information, the CW-SSIM is designed
in such a way that differences in magnitude and consistent changes in phase have little effect
on the similarity calculation.
For analysis, regions of interest (ROI) for adipose and muscle tissue were determined in the
ultrasound acquisitions (Figure 6.1c). These rectangular ROI’s were drawn manually,
following the clear tissue delineations in the image and including as much tissue of interest as
possible.
Then, the selected image parts were decomposed into wavelets using a complex version of the
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Figure 6.2. Data analysis flow chart for the measurement of tissue dimensions, CW-SSIM and the
muscle fiber pennation angle in both freehand and fixated acquisition.

‘steerable pyramid’ transform [25], considering the image as a combination of several
frequency sub-bands from different angles. To obtain the highest possible robustness to global
translation and rotation, the number of orientations (angles) was set to 16, and the number of
decomposition layers (frequency bands) was set to 3 for adipose tissue and 6 for muscle tissue
respectively. The number of decompositions is limited by the ROI dimensions, since each
decomposition includes a subsampling of the ROI by a factor 2. The number of
decomposition is based on the smallest ROI size obtained among the subjects.

The

resulting CW-SSIM index, ranging between 0 and 1, is a weighted summation of the local
CW-SSIM indices, determined with a sliding 7 x 7 pixel window over the lowest wavelet
decomposition.
Pennation angle
The pennation angle of the vastus lateralis muscle was determined automatically in all
ultrasound acquisitions. As in the CW-SSIM method, the ultrasound images were
decomposed into wavelets. The muscle fascicles and the aponeuroses end up in different
wavelet sub-bands because of the difference in dimensions. Reconstructed images based on
these specific sub-bands were intensity thresholded, to create masks that select the fascicles
and aponeuroses in the original image (Figure 6.2). The angle of the structures in the image
was determined and finally the pennation angle was calculated as the mean muscle fiber
angle, relative to the deeper aponeurosis. The mean pennation angle and its variation over all
resting periods was determined, as well as the difference between the first and last resting
period as a measure of the overall FOV deterioration. At the relatively low exercise intensity
of 100 W, changes in pennation angle will not be fatigue induced, but are related to changes
in the imaging plane.
Comparison of freehand and fixated acquisition
From the B-mode acquisition, resting periods are identified manually, based on absence of
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motion. Motion distorted images at the boundaries of the resting periods, caused by subject
movement or coarse initial probe placement, are carefully excluded. From each ultrasound
acquisition a representative image near the middle of the first resting period was taken as
reference. The CW-SSIM index is then calculated for all included frames in consecutive
resting periods in comparison with this reference frame, to determine the structural
decorrelation over the whole measurement duration. The median CW-SSIM in the last resting
period is compared between fixated and freehand acquisition. After investigation of normality
using the Shapiro-Wilk test, the difference was assessed by a paired sample t-test on the
median indices, or a Wilcoxon signed rank test in case of non-normality, where a P-value <
0.05 was considered to be statistically significant. The same tests were performed for the
differences in mean pennation angle and variance.
Comparison of observers
To compare the freehand acquisitions between the two observers, the mean CW-SSIM and the
measured pennation angle (its mean, its variance over all resting periods, and its difference
between the first and last resting period) is compared and tested on significance of
differences.
Tissue compression
For the analysis of tissue compression by the probe holder fixation, the mean diameter of
adipose and muscle tissue in both freehand and fixated acquisition is compared. In each
acquisition, the thickness of the adipose tissue (i.e. the axial distance in the image between
skin and muscle lining) and the axial diameter of the vastus lateralis muscle (i.e. the axial
distance in the image between the upper and deeper aponeurosis) were measured manually in
the first, third and the last resting period.

RESULTS
Ultrasound acquisitions were acquired during the 5 resting periods in the cycling exercise of
all 10 volunteers. These cross-sectional B-mode images contain the following structures:
subcutaneous adipose tissue, both the vastus lateralis and vastus intermedius muscle, and part
of the femur (Figure 6.3).
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CW-SSIM
In figure 6.4a, a typical example is given of the CW-SSIM of all frames of a single reference
frame, showing the difference between fixated and freehand acquisition. Figure 6.4b shows a
typical example of the obtained CW-SSIM in muscle over the 5 resting periods. Figure 6.5
shows the achieved CW-SSIM in fixated and freehand acquisition, comparing resting period 5
with resting period 1 in all volunteers. For both adipose and muscle tissue in the image, the
CW-SSIM in fixated acquisition is significantly higher than in freehand acquisition (see Table
6.1 for median, interquartile range, and p-value of difference). The difference between both
acquisition types is more pronounced in superficial adipose tissue than in the underlying
muscle. In the comparison of the two observers, a significant difference is found in CW-SSIM
in muscle tissue (median obs. 1: 0.58, median obs. 2: 0.67, p = 0.03), while the index in
adipose tissue is comparable.

Figure 6.3. Typical cross-sectional B-mode images obtained with fixated (PF) and freehand acquisition
of two observers (Obs_1 and Obs_2) during resting periods 1-5 in the cycling exercise. Images show
the subcutaneous adipose tissue (AT), the vastus lateralis (VL) and vastus intermedius muscle (VI),
and part of the femur (F).
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Figure 6.4. Typical example of the CW-SSIM during 1 resting period, compared to the reference
frame (a). Examples of the CW-SSIM (b) and pennation angle (c) in muscle tissue as obtained from
freehand and fixated acquisitions during the 5 resting periods. Fixated acquisition typically shows
higher CW-SSIM compared to freehand acquisition by the observers (Obs_1 and Obs_2). In the
pennation angle, clear differences between the absolute obtained values are observed, while fixated
acquisition shows the highest consistency. For clarity, only 1 in 20 obtained values of CW-SSIM and
pennation angle are displayed here.

Figure 6.5. CW-SSIM index of adipose tissue (a) and the muscle tissue (b), comparing fixated (PF)
versus freehand acquisition of two observers (Obs_1 and Obs_2) for resting period 1 vs. 5. Significant
difference is found between fixated and freehand acquisition for both adipose and muscle tissue, and
between observers in muscle tissue.

PENNATION ANGLE
Figure 6.4c shows a typical example of the obtained pennation angle in muscle over the 5
resting periods with both fixated and freehand acquisition. Figure 6.6 shows the mean
pennation angle in the vastus lateralis muscle during the resting periods, the variance of the
pennation angle between resting periods and the pennation angle difference between first and
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last resting period. The mean pennation angle in fixated acquisition is significantly higher
compared to observer 1, and shows more variation compared to the two observers. Also,
between the observers a significant difference is found, see Table 6.1 for median, interquartile
range, and p-value of differences. The variance between resting periods is significantly lower
in fixated acquisition compared to freehand acquisition of observer 1. Non-normality of
differences was found between fixated acquisition and observer 2. The difference in pennation
angle between resting period 5 and 1 is on average lower in fixated acquisition, with
significant difference between fixated acquisition and observer 1. Also, between the two
observers a significant difference is found.

Figure 6.6. The mean pennation angle of the vastus lateralis muscle in all volunteers (a), the variance
of the pennation angle (b) and the difference in pennation angle between the first and last resting
period (c), as found in fixated (PF) and freehand acquisition of the two observers (Obs_1 and Obs_2).
Table 6.1. CW-SSIM and pennation angle in fixated and freehand acquisition
Probe fixation

Observer 1

Observer 2

CW-SSIM adipose tissue

0.78 (0.14)

0.53 (0.10), p = 0.001

0.56 (0.14), p = 0.003

CW-SSIM muscle tissue

0.72 (0.29)

0.58 (0.08), p = 0.02

0.67 (0.11), p = 0.04

Mean pennation angle (⁰)

5.6 (3.4)

3.7 (2.1), p = 0.04

6.4 (3.2)

Variance penn. angle (⁰)

0.3 (1.2)

1.3 (1.1), p = 0.04

0.5 (0.4)

Delta pennation angle (⁰)

0.4 (0.5)

1.6 (1.9), p = 0.01

0.5 (0.9)

Values correspond to median values of boxplots in figure 6.5 and 6.6. Values between in parenthesis indicate interquartile
range. P-values are provided in case of a significant difference between the observer and fixated acquisition.
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TISSUE COMPRESSION
The measurement of the tissue dimensions reveals the impact of probe fixation on the tissue
dimensions (Figure 6.7). In the adipose tissue, minimal difference in mean diameter is found
between freehand and fixated acquisition (< 1%). The diameter of the muscle tissue however
is on average 12% smaller in the fixated acquisitions. Standard deviation of the measured
tissue dimensions within subjects over the resting periods is < 1.5 mm.

Figure 6.7. Mean thickness of adipose tissue and vastus lateralis muscle, as obtained in freehand and
fixated ultrasound acquisitions during resting periods, showing the compression of muscle tissue by
the probe fixation, while adipose tissue thickness remains stable. Error bars indicate the standard
deviation over 3 resting periods, which is too small to observe in some cases.

DISCUSSION
In this study, we investigated the image quality of fixated and freehand musculoskeletal
sonography in a volunteer exercise study. The merit of this study is found in the quantitative
comparison of image quality in fixated and freehand musculoskeletal sonography. The
measure of image quality is the CW-SSIM, which quantifies the consistency of structural
information in successive images objectively. This index is insensitive to changes in
brightness or global phase changes, which do not affect structural information. In ultrasound
acquisitions of the vastus lateralis and vastus intermedius muscle, obtained during resting
periods in cycling exercise, the CW-SSIM in fixated acquisition is significantly higher
compared to freehand acquisitions of two observers. This is the case in both muscle tissue and
in the more superficial subcutaneous adipose tissue. In measurements on the pennation angle
in the vastus lateralis muscle, the variance of the measured pennation angle in fixated
acquisition is equivalent or slightly better compared to freehand acquisition.
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CW-SSIM IN FIXATED AND FREEHAND ACQUISITION
The general CW-SSIM difference between freehand and fixated acquisition can be explained
by the fact that the observers replace the probe onto the thigh every resting period. Even
though the measurement site is clearly and precisely marked, this replacement can induce
minor deviations in probe position and orientation. After placement of the probe, observers
apply minuscule changes to the probe position and angle to regain globally the same image of
the muscle as in the previous resting position, and the pressure applied varies from acquisition
to acquisition. Major recognition points in the image are the upper and lower aponeurosis of
the vastus lateralis muscle. To visualize these broad tendons, it is not necessary to have the
exact same probe position on the skin. This can explain why the structural similarity in
freehand acquisition in the superficial adipose tissue is lower than in the muscle tissue. In
fixated acquisition, the CW-SSIM of adipose tissue is higher than in muscle, because here the
probe position remains stable and the movement of adipose tissue relative to the probe is
minimal. Muscle tissue is more subjected to relative movement caused by changes in the
subject’s leg position and muscle relaxation during resting periods.
Although being significantly higher on average than in freehand acquisition, the CW-SSIM
value in fixated acquisition shows more variation between volunteers. Relatively low CWSSIM values (< 0.5) are caused by minor changes in leg position or muscle tension relative to
the first resting period in some volunteers. Probe fixation cannot correct for that, and
structural similarity can therefore drop as much as during freehand acquisition.
Between observers a significant difference in CW-SSIM was found in muscle tissue, which
can be explained by a difference in probe adjustment skills. In adipose tissue no difference in
CW-SSIM is observed, meaning that probe replacement was done with the same accuracy by
both observers. Inter-observer variability is a well-known, experience related issue for
musculoskeletal imaging [26], but can also be considered an argument for fixated acquisition.
PENNATION ANGLE IN FIXATED AND FREEHAND ACQUISITION
The mean pennation angle shows differences between fixated and freehand acquisition in
terms of median value and range. This variation of mean pennation angle is in the range that
can be expected based on literature. Bénard et al. showed that small variations in probe
orientation can induce errors up to 23 % in the measurement of structural parameters such as
pennation angle, even though the separate acquisitions appear to contain the same structures
[27], which is also illustrated in Figure 6.3. Furthermore, the experiments in this study are
performed on different legs. Trueness of the acquired pennation angle was not part of this
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study, but is also hard to determine in vivo. This underlines the advantage of an image quality
measure such as CW-SSIM that is not related to architectural features.
In the variance of the pennation angle over different resting periods, and its difference
between period 1 and 5, results of fixated acquisition are comparable to those of observer 2,
while observer 1 performs worse. The coefficient of variation (CV, calculated here as 100
σpennation

angle

.

/ median pennation angle) is 10 %, 31 %, and 11% for fixated acquisition,

observer 1, and observer 2 respectively, which is in accordance with literature (3-13 % [28]),
except for observer 1. Differences in pennation angle between observers are in accordance
with the differences found in CW-SSIM, whereas the difference in pennation angle between
fixated and freehand is less pronounced in comparison to CW-SSIM. The results suggest that
the repeatability of pennation angle acquisition in fixated acquisition is at least equivalent to
freehand acquisition, although the number of subjects and observers in this study is relatively
small.
In the current study, the pennation angle and CW-SSIM were obtained at the vastus lateralis
and vastus intermedius muscle that are actively involved in the cycling exercise, to maximally
investigate the effect of exercise on these quantities. Measurements at other, less involved
sites will presumably show more stable results. Analysis on the pennation angle and the CWSSIM is possible as long as the muscle structures are properly identifiable in the ultrasound
image, which is feasible with common clinical scanners.
TISSUE COMPRESSION
The measurement of tissue dimensions reveals the compression of muscle tissue by the probe
holder (12% in axial direction, compared to the dimensions in freehand acquisition). This is
despite the use and careful adjustment of broad rubber bands around the thigh that distribute
the required force to maintain the probe holder position during cycling. The adipose tissue
shows no compression, which is in agreement with the findings in compression studies on the
upper leg [29], and can be explained by the higher stiffness of fat compared to muscle [30].
Compression of the tissue affects the measurement of functional parameters. The mean
pennation angle, e.g., will be underestimated with approximately the relative amount of axial
tissue compression (12 % on average in this study). Furthermore, compression of the muscle
will most likely have an impact on its dynamic behavior and will definitely influence muscle
perfusion. Quantification of this impact is in our opinion a necessary future research step that
should prelude any diagnostic application of fixated sonography.
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BROADER APPLICATION OF FIXATED ACQUISITION
The improvement of structural similarity in fixated dynamic ultrasound measurements is
attractive not only for musculoskeletal research. In clinical ultrasonography in general, the
high incidence of work-related musculoskeletal disorders among sonographers is a major
problem. Studies show, e.g., that over 90% percent of the sonographers in North America
suffer from symptoms of shoulder rotator cuff injury, tendonitis and nerve entrapment
syndromes in the hand, wrist and elbow [31], [32]. The injuries are caused by the combination
of a high workload and a cocktail of strenuous work activities, e.g. applying a prolonged
transducer pressure, repetitive motions and static work postures [33]. Proper temporary probe
fixation onto the body of the patient might, at least partly, reduce these problems. However,
the tradeoff between extra procedure steps to fixate the probe, and the possible reduction of
strenuous long-term workload has to be considered.
In the field of e.g., echocardiography, where acquisition during exercise is superior to postexercise acquisition in coronary artery disease diagnosis [34], probe fixation is recognized as
a tool for continuous measurements [35], [36]. While these feasibility studies focused on the
visibility of left ventricle wall, future research should also include a comparison of freehand
and fixated echocardiography.
In conclusion, musculoskeletal sonography with a fixated ultrasound probe shows a
significant higher consistency of the FOV, compared to freehand acquisition. The consistency
is measured using the CW-SSIM, focusing on structural similarity in the image. In the
assessment of the pennation angle, fixated acquisition shows equal or slightly better
repeatability compared to two trained observers. The obtained image stability, and robust
assessment of image quality in fixated acquisition can be beneficial in different fields of
medical sonography. However, the impact of compression on tissue behavior and perfusion,
as a possible side effect of probe fixation, needs to be investigated.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION

Chapter 7
Tissue perfusion and vascularity are related to tissue health and disease. Assessment and
imaging of perfusion therefore holds great diagnostic potential, which is the incentive behind
the development and exploration of many perfusion measurement and imaging techniques.
The aim of this thesis was the investigation of the feasibility and performance of both
photoacoustic and Power Doppler (PD) ultrasound imaging of perfusion, in superficial tissue,
the skin, and skeletal muscles, respectively. The results of this research are summarized
together with the limitations of the described methods. Furthermore, the potential impact and
perspectives for further research are addressed. The discussion follows the outline of the
thesis: starting with photoacoustic imaging of superficial vasculature, and then moving
towards perfusion imaging in skeletal muscle.

VISUALIZATION OF VASCULATURE USING A HAND-HELD PHOTOACOUSTIC PROBE
RESULTS AND LIMITATIONS
Measurement of blood volume changes and small superficial vasculature geometry is
demonstrated with a handheld photoacoustic implementation. The study involved the
development of low-cost microchannel perfusion phantoms which are made of gelatin, and
can be tuned easily in terms of vasculature density and both optical and acoustic properties.
Changes in blood volume were detected in the physiological range of 1.3-5.4%, and validated
with PD ultrasound. Non-invasive photoacoustic imaging of sub-millimeter, low flow
vasculature is demonstrated in vivo. The obtained 3D vascular geometry, based on stacking of
multiple intensity-thresholded 2D acquisitions, is validated with manually segmented
conventional ultrasound acquisitions and showed good agreement.
The demonstrated photoacoustic assessment of blood volume is based on the ratio of image
pixels that exceed an intensity threshold that is defined by the system-specific noise level.
Simple intensity thresholding demonstrates on one side the specificity of photoacoustic
imaging of blood, where hemoglobin forms the endogenous contrast. However, true
quantitative measurement of blood content based on PA signal quantity would require
standardization of thresholding and incorporation of a depth and wavelength dependent
fluence correction.
The handheld probe configuration that is used in this study, is a design aimed at the clinical
integration of photoacoustic imaging. In this study, however, all measurements are performed
with the probe connected to a translation stage. This is done to eliminate motion artefacts, and
to control the distance between the probe and the tissue. The distance between probe and
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tissue is influencing the light delivery and thus the signal to noise ratio, especially in the skin,
since the laser light source is slightly separated from the detector and is directed under an
angle with respect to the ultrasound elevation plane. Depending on the amount of required
image averaging and the duration of the acquisition, motion artefacts will play a role in handheld applications, and the off-set must be standardized for valid quantitative analysis of
photoacoustic acquisitions.
In in vivo measurements, the achieved imaging depth with the probe configuration is about 5
mm. This is sufficient for imaging of skin vasculature. However, the vasculature diameter in
this region is usually much smaller than the spatial resolution of the probe used, which is
about 0.3 mm in the axial direction. This limits the detection of microvasculature, although
accumulated signals of vascular plexi and vessels in subcutaneous tissue are detectable.
PERSPECTIVE
While blood content and vasculature geometry have diagnostic value, they only partly
represent tissue perfusion. Photoacoustic imaging does allow for the assessment of other
perfusion related parameters. A multi-wavelength approach e.g., enables the measurement of
local hemoglobin oxygenation [1]. Furthermore, photoacoustic measurement of blood flow
and reperfusion rate is possible, which adds a temporal dimension [2], [3]. Multi-parametric
photoacoustic imaging broadens its diagnostic value, but combination of photoacoustic
imaging with other imaging modalities such as ultrasound is providing even more clinical
potential. It can be used to add spatial reference to obtained photoacoustic signals, and
becomes even more interesting when both perfusion and tissue structure are involved in
pathophysiology, as is the case in for example (localized) scleroderma [4], [5].
The research described in this thesis adds validated proof of the potential of photoacoustic
measurement of perfusion related parameters in superficial tissue, in a clinically acceptable
design. Considering the limited imaging depth, skin vasculature is one of the attractive areas
for clinical application. For investigation of vasculature in this area, which is mostly
microvasculature, microscopy setups with sufficient spatial resolution (< 50 μm) are needed.
In the development of clinical photoacoustic systems, large scale applicability is preferable
from an economic point of view, and integration of high frequency ultrasound detectors
reduces the imaging depth and thus the range of possible applications. This is reflected by the
relatively low center frequencies (< 15 MHz) and bandwidths in currently available clinical
platforms [6]. Development of photoacoustic microscopy setups that are suitable for
application in a clinical setting is quite limited at this moment, and efforts in this area should
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be increased to allow the collection of clinical data in microvascular applications [7], [8].
The current technical challenges of photoacoustics applications include imaging depth and
spatial and temporal resolution. However, practical clinical challenges should not be
overlooked. In vivo acquisitions on patients which are partly immobilized, for example by
skin disease or arthritis, require flexible setups, with smart solutions for the required coupling
media between the skin and probe. An example of the latter are gel pads, with tuned
acoustical and optical properties. For treatment follow-up, in which consistency of imaging
location over multiple measurements is required, probe fixation or optical probe tracking
systems could be employed. The development of LED-based photoacoustic systems, which
allow imaging with low pulse energy, is a low-cost solution for the current laser safety burden
that comes with class-IV or diode laser systems [9], [10]. General solutions to practical
challenges can reduce the need for application-specific setups that limit patient-friendly, highthroughput clinical employment of photoacoustics.

QUANTITATIVE ULTRASOUND ELASTOGRAPHY WITH A BALLOON PRESSURE SENSOR
RESULTS AND LIMITATIONS
Superficial tissue is an easily accessible target, not only for perfusion imaging, but also for
ultrasound elastography. Measurement of tissue deformation and applied stress is needed to
determine elastic properties quantitatively. Simultaneous measurement of both tissue
deformation and indentation force during indentation elastography is demonstrated with a new
method that incorporates a water filled small diameter balloon. The balloon, placed between
the ultrasound probe and the tissue, acts as pressure sensor and tissue indenter. The indenter
balloon is small in comparison with the ultrasound field of view, allowing a global
measurement of the indentation impact. Moreover, the influence of the balloon on the
ultrasound image is not such that the estimation of tissue displacement is prevented. In a
phantom study, the ability of this elastography method to discriminate between degrees of
tissue stiffness is demonstrated, based on tissue deformation. In a patient with localized
scleroderma, the method was used for indentation measurements on superficial tissue. Strain
imaging showed different patterns in healthy and affected skin on the lateral side of the ankle.
No validation of observed differences in stiffness patterns could be performed, which limits
this measurement to an example of practical feasibility of the method.
The internal pressure balloon does not provide a direct measure of the applied force, which is
the case in other design that incorporate force sensors on ultrasound probes [11], [12]. The
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tissue displacements obtained in 2D and 3D finite element analysis of the setup, where the in
vitro measured internal pressure is applied, differ quantitatively with in vitro measurements in
terms of absolute values (not the strain patterns), indicating that the exact relation between
internal balloon pressure and applied force should be further elucidated.
PERSPECTIVE
The developed method can be applied in superficial tissue, such as skin and skeletal muscle.
For so-called model inversion methods, the 2D displacement data and indentation force
measured with the demonstrated method can serve as input for mechanical tissue models to
reconstruct the underlying mechanical properties of this tissue.
The 2D ultrasound imaging provides insight in the morphology of tissue around the
measurement location, such as bone and fat, that might influence the mechanical response to
indentation [13]. This is an advantage of the method compared to many commercially
available indentometers or suction devices, which only provide a local measure of tissue
stiffness. Expanding the method with 3D ultrasound acquisition is a logical next step to obtain
the full 3-D deformation field, but also to gain insight in tissue deformation around the
indenter.
The indenter size determines the influence of deeper tissue layers on tissue deformation,
which is of importance in for example the investigation of mechanical behavior of different
(epi-)dermal layers [14]. In the explored method, different balloons sizes can be employed, to
tune tissue deformation to the preferred scale. Also the spatial imaging resolution can be
tuned by selecting a transducer with sufficient bandwidth. With real-time ultrasound imaging
during indentation, dynamic testing instead of the demonstrated quasi-static tests is also
feasible.
In several diseases, pathophysiology involves both perfusion and tissue elasticity. This is the
case in e.g. (localized) scleroderma, where skin stiffness is related to the degree of sclerosis,
and increased perfusion around the lesions is a hallmark for disease activity [15], [16]. Here, a
combination of the proposed elastography method with photoacoustics perfusion imaging as
investigated in Chapter 2 is attractive for multi-parametric diagnosis.
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POWER DOPPLER ULTRASOUND PERFUSION MEASUREMENTS IN SKELETAL MUSCLE
DURING EXERCISE

RESULTS AND LIMITATIONS
The feasibility of continuous PD ultrasound measurement on the vastus lateralis muscle
during exercise is shown in a volunteer study, described in Chapter 4. The penetration depth
of PA imaging is not sufficient for muscle imaging. The amount of leg muscle blood flow
(LMBF) was assessed with the relative perfused area (RPA) in the ultrasound images. The
test-retest reliability of the RPA amplitude and dynamics was investigated, for the first time in
standardized maximal and submaximal whole body exercise tests, showing poor to good
absolute and relative reliability in a set of parameters. The measurement of the RPA onset
after submaximal exercise showed the most promising performance on reliability (ICC = 0.8,
CV = 18%), potentially sufficient to discriminate within and between subjects. The load of the
submaximal exercise, at 80% of the anaerobic threshold, reflects typically everyday life
activity and is feasible for repeated clinical tests.
The validity of the RPA as a measure of muscle blood flow is tested in Chapter 5, showing
strong correlation (Spearman’s ρ = 0.79), of the RPA with the blood flow in the feeding artery
of the muscle. The relatively small prediction interval of RPA for muscle blood flow indicates
the potential to accurately assess intra-subject changes in LMBF in longitudinal interventional
studies. However, the RPA does not reflect absolute values of muscle blood flow.
Furthermore, in quantitative analysis, the employed 2D acquisition is prone to errors due to
the known spatial and temporal heterogeneity of muscle blood flow during exercise [17], [18].
PERSPECTIVE
Despite the aforementioned limitations, the inherent advantages of ultrasound acquisition in
combination with the obtained results on reliability and validity make further investigation
towards clinical application of LMBF measurements with PDUS worthwhile, for example in
the treatment follow-up of heart failure patients. Here, LMBF is affected due to a reduced
cardiac output and peripheral vasoconstriction, leading to exercise intolerance. Determining
which component (central or peripheral) causes the reduced LMBF is important for treatment
individualization, and the measurement of LMBF would make it possible to evaluate
treatment effects. [19], [20].
For the spatio-temporal heterogeneity of muscle blood flow during exercise, which is
overlooked in a 2D acquisition setting, 3D PD ultrasound is a possible solution. This requires
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dedicated systems and comes at the cost of a reduced temporal resolution. The obtained signal
remains a derivative of true perfusion, but reliability of RPA measurements might increase
compared to 2D PD ultrasound [21], [22]. To our knowledge, this has not been explored yet in
skeletal muscle in an exercise setting.
The sensitivity to low velocity blood flow can be improved with injection of microbubble
contrast, which allows the detection of microvasculature. However, while the non-invasive
character of ultrasound is sacrificed, reliability of the assessed perfusion dynamic parameters
is not necessarily improved [23], [24]. Promising is the development of high frame rate
Doppler imaging, for example with plane wave imaging [25]. In this technique, the tissue is
imaged with single ultrasound transmissions from multiple transducer elements (producing
plane waves) at repetition frequencies up to several kilohertz, in combination with parallel
receive beamforming. Acquisitions with different steered angles are compounded to obtain
sufficient spatial resolution and contrast. This allows full 2D spectral analysis of flow
characteristics, since for every image pixel many Doppler samples are acquired with high
temporal resolution. The sensitivity for slow blood flow is increased, due to long Doppler
ensemble lengths per spatial location compared to conventional line-by-line scanning.
Because of the synchronous acquisition of the complete field of view, tissue and blood motion
can be discriminated based on differences in spatiotemporal coherence, which is superior to
e.g. frequency domain filtering as frequently used in conventional Doppler imaging [26]. This
could also be beneficial for the detection of vascularization in moving muscle tissue, possibly
excluding the need for resting periods in PDUS assessment and allowing true dynamic
perfusion measurements. Impressive results of high-frame-rate microvasculature imaging are
shown in e.g. brain vasculature [27] and improved sensitivity compared to conventional PD
ultrasound is demonstrated in the detection of rheumatic vascularization [28]. Developments
in electronical hardware now allow the substantial data transmission and computation for real
time imaging at high (>1 kHz) frame rates, but the clinical availability is limited at this
moment.

IMAGE STABILITY IN SONOGRAPHY WITH A FIXATED PROBE
RESULTS AND LIMITATIONS
The consistency of the field of view (FOV) in fixated 2D ultrasound was investigated in a
volunteer study, and compared with freehand acquisition. Ultrasound images of the vastus
lateralis muscle before and after cycling exercise are compared, using a structural similarity
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index and the muscle fiber pennation angle variance. These parameters are then compared
with freehand acquisition of two sonographers, which showed that the structural similarity in
fixated ultrasonography is significantly higher, and furthermore that the variance of the
pennation angle over different acquisitions is equivalent or slightly decreased. The complex
wavelet structural similarity (CW-SSIM) index is an objective measure of image consistency
that is sensitive to local image decorrelation but not to, e.g., image brightness, hereby
focusing on structural information [29]. This makes this measure a more globally applicable
tool for image comparison, especially when acquisitions from different scanners or with
different imaging settings are involved.
Some limitations in the study can be identified. In the fixated acquisitions, compression of the
muscle tissue was observed. This compression can change tissue perfusion and affects the
validity of architectural measurements, making this a possible drawback of fixated
acquisitions. The study only involved a limited number of subjects and the cause of intersubject variation of the similarity index and pennation angle in freehand and fixated
acquisitions are not further investigated. These variations are likely caused by a combination
of minor displacements of the probe fixation, position changes of the subject, and variations
in probe placement and orientation by the observers. Furthermore, true dynamic
measurements are not demonstrated, since the compared images are acquired during resting
periods before and after exercise. Dynamic measurement during exercise requires acquisition
at high temporal resolution, while longitudinal comparison of structural parameters can be
enabled by identification and selection of images at a corresponding phases in the cyclic
muscle movement [30].
PERSPECTIVE
In chapter 4 and 5, fixation of the ultrasound probe allowed for long-term measurement of
muscle perfusion during whole body exercise. Fixated acquisition can be beneficial for
different kinds of musculoskeletal sonography research, but is not limited to this area. It can
also provide a solution for the high incidence of work related musculoskeletal problems,
which affect many, over 80% in North America, of the professional sonographers [31].
Prolonged transducer pressure, static work postures and repetitive motions that are the cause
of these problems, can possibly be reduced by the application of probe fixation during
acquisitions.
In the field of stress echocardiography, which aims at the diagnosis of both ischemic and nonischemic heart disease, probe fixation is considered a possible solution for the suboptimal
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patient position and body movements during this long-term acquisition. New commercially
available means of probe fixation are being investigated [32], showing the feasibility of
continuous echocardiography during ergometer stress tests. Further, large scale investigation
is needed, e.g. to test the hypothesis that probe fixation can reduce repetitive strain injuries
amongst sonographers.
Clinically available probes are designed for ergonomic freehand control, not for fixation to
the human body. One of the challenges in probe fixation is the inertia of the rather large
probes during exercise movement, which induces out of plane motion artefacts. Technological
developments for ultrasound transducers open possibilities for smarter probe designs. A
typical example is the increasing availability of capacitive micromachined ultrasonic
transducers (CMUTs). Compared to conventional PZT transducers, CMUTs have the
advantage that they can be produced in large quantities with cost effective photolithographic
techniques and standard microfabrication processes [33]. They can be designed in any
arbitrary geometry, with multiple elements, at different operating frequencies. This allows for
the design of application specific transducers, adapted to the envisioned measurement site.
Large, 2D array transducers could be employed, e.g., to obtain and combine acquisitions from
different angles, to eliminate out of plane motion artifacts.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
The research described in this thesis shows the potential and limitations of both
photoacoustics and (Doppler) ultrasound for the measurement of perfusion related parameters
in superficial tissue. In skin and subdermal tissue, both modalities can be used in
complementary ways, which does not only allow the demonstrated detection of vasculature
and mutual validation, but also multi-parametric diagnostic imaging. This would include
measurement of tissue morphology, elasticity, and oxygenation. For skeletal muscle tissue,
this attractive complementary approach is restricted by the limited imaging depth of
photoacoustics. Imaging depth could be improved, while obeying the exposure safety limits
for laser energy, with the optimization of wavelength, light delivery, transducer design and
signal processing. The combined application of ultrasound and photoacoustics provides
interesting diagnostic possibilities in diseases that affect both perfusion, vasculature
geometry, functionality and mechanical properties of skin or muscle tissue, such as
scleroderma and inflammatory myopathies.
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NEDERLANDSE SAMENVATTING
Fotoakoestische en echografische beeldvorming van doorbloeding in de huid en in
skeletspieren
Voor de goede werking van het menselijk lichaam is een gezonde bloedsomloop van groot
belang. Afwijkingen in de vorm van een bloedvat of in de hoeveelheid bloed die door het
weefsel stroomt, kunnen duiden op ziekte of weefselbeschadiging. Het meten en visualiseren
van doorbloeding is daarom van grote waarde voor het stellen van een diagnose of om
behandelingen te evalueren. Voortdurend worden er nieuwe technieken ontwikkeld en nieuwe
toepassingen voor bestaande technieken onderzocht, om een nog nauwkeuriger beeld van
weefseldoorbloeding te krijgen.
Het huidige onderzoek was gericht op het bepalen van de toepasbaarheid en de prestaties van
een opkomende techniek, fotoakoestiek, en van een klinisch gevestigde techniek, Power
Doppler (PD) echografie, in de beeldvorming van doorbloeding in respectievelijk de huid en
skeletspieren.
In fotoakoestische metingen wordt het weefsel met korte, ongevaarlijke laserpulsjes
beschenen. De laserpulsjes worden vooral in rode bloedcellen omgezet in geluidsgolfjes. Die
geluidsgolfjes worden opvangen met een detector en omgezet in een plaatje, waarop we
kunnen zien waar de bloedvaatjes zich bevinden. Voor doorbloedingsmetingen (hoofdstuk 2),
gebruikten we een nieuw handzaam apparaat, een ‘probe’, waarin zowel de laser als de
detector verwerkt zijn. In die vorm zou fotoakoestiek ook in het ziekenhuis goed te gebruiken
zijn. We hebben met dit apparaat metingen gedaan op speciaal ontworpen kunstweefsels met
een toenemend aantal bloedvaatjes. Die toename konden we goed meten. Ook hebben we met
metingen op vrijwilligers de vorm van kleine bloedvaatjes (kleiner dan 1 mm) in beeld
kunnen brengen, tot een diepte van ongeveer een halve centimeter. Om de allerkleinste vaatjes
te kunnen meten zal de probe gevoeliger moeten worden gemaakt. De metingen laten zien dat
fotoakoestiek goed toegepast zou kunnen worden bij onderzoek van huid- en vaatziektes.
In hoofdstuk 3 maken we een kleine uitstap van doorbloedingsmetingen naar
stijfheidsmetingen. Dit hoofdstuk beschrijft een nieuwe methode om de stijfheid van
oppervlakkig weefsel te meten met echografie. Belangrijk onderdeel van deze methode is het
plaatsen van een kleine ballon tussen de huid en de echoprobe. Als de huid wordt ingedrukt
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met de probe, kan de geleverde kracht worden afgeleid uit de druk in de ballon. De
echobeelden laten de vervorming van de huid zien. De vervorming geeft samen met de
gemeten druk informatie over de weefselstijfheid, wat in bepaalde huidaandoeningen een
belangrijke indicatie is van de ziekteactiviteit.
In hoofdstuk 4 en 5 gaat de focus terug naar doorbloedingsmetingen, nu met PD echografie
op bovenbeenspieren. In deze techniek wordt stromend bloed gedetecteerd met behulp van
terugkaatsende geluidsgolfjes. Op twee verschillende dagen is de doorbloeding in de
bovenbeenspieren van vrijwilligers gemeten tijdens intensieve fietstesten. De gemeten
toename van doorbloeding, net na het starten van de inspanning, blijkt heel betrouwbaar te
zijn. Ook komt de gemeten toename van doorbloeding in de spier goed overeen met de
bloedstroom in het aanvoerende bloedvat naar de spier. Hierdoor lijkt PD echografie een
geschikte techniek om de toename van spierdoorbloeding tijdens inspanning te meten, en
mogelijk ook geschikt voor het meten van het effect van behandelingen die gericht zijn op het
verbeteren van doorbloeding.
In hoofdstuk 4 en 5 is de echoprobe met een speciale houder vastgemaakt op het bovenbeen,
om langdurig stabiele echobeelden te kunnen maken. In hoofdstuk 6 is de stabiliteit van deze
beelden vergeleken met handmatige metingen. We hebben hiervoor zowel de beeldstructuur
als de gemeten spiervezelhoek in beide plaatjes vergeleken. Metingen met een gefixeerde
probe blijken stabieler te zijn dan handmatige metingen. Dat is interessant voor langdurige
echografie en wellicht ook voor het terugdringen van de veelvoorkomende RSI-klachten bij
echolaboranten.
Het proefschrift laat de mogelijkheden en de toepasbaarheid zien van zowel fotoakoestiek en
PD echografie voor het meten van doorbloeding in huid en spieren. De combinatie van beide
technieken, waarbij naast doorbloeding bijvoorbeeld ook weefselstijfheid wordt gemeten
biedt interessante mogelijkheden voor diagnostiek van huid- en spierziekten.
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